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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The multiple comparisons of means (MCM) problem is a statistical problem
frequently discussed in the literature. Among the seventeen most frequently cited
works in Applied Mathematics from 1961-72 (Citation Index 1973), three
specifically address the MCM problem (Duncan 1955, Kramer 1956, Dunnett
1955). The most cited of these three, Duncan's paper,was second overall to the
book by Snedecor and Cochran (1967) and first overall in a recent citation list
from 1948-88 (Sacares 1990). Additionally, at least three books (Miller 1966,
Hochberg and Tamhane 1987, and Westfall and Young 1992) have been devoted
entirely to the problem.It is fair to say that the MCM problem, starting with the
proposal by Fisher (1935 §24) of the F-protected least significant difference
(FLSD) rule, has been of ongoing and considerable interest to the statistical
community and an important problem of everyday practical interest toresear-
chers.
The MCM problem is the joint problem of makingone of three decisions for
each difference 6 in a set of differences between pairs of truemeans from an
analysis of variance. The three decisions for the component problem for 8are
D _: 6 < 0,Do: 6 unranked with respect to 0, andD +: 6 > 0. (1)
In the language of significance testing, the three decisions (1)are expressed
as2
D _:d is significantly less than 0,
D0:d is not significantly different from 0, and
D +: d is significantly greater than 0,
where d is the usual non-DB (Gauss-Markov) estimator of 6.
Two remarks should be made about MCM. First, in the MCM problem, the
differences need not necessarily be between true means, but could be between any
parameter quantities of interest, such as, for example, variances.
Second, one-way MCM provides pairwise comparisons of the means from
which a ranking of the means can be constructed. The objective of ranking the
means is similar, but not the same as, the objective of finding a subset containing
the "best" mean, i.e., the mean largest (or smallest) in response. This latter
objective can be more appropriate for some analyses.
This thesis is concerned with the multiple comparisons of means (MCM)
problem for the analysis of variance of a balanced two-way factorial array with
interaction. This is a problem for which few rules have been proposed, as
compared to the many rules that have been proposed for the one-way array. The
rule to be developed for this problem is from the still emerging and increasingly
popular k-ratio approach (Duncan and Dixon 1983) to MCM. The approach finds
the Bayes rule for the joint problem with respect to a particular assessment of loss
and prior probability structure for the differences. To motivate these assessments,
we give below a brief review on issues central to MCM both for the unstructured
means of a one-way array and for structured means in arrangements such as the
two-way array. In the review, we summarize how these issues are tackled by the
well-known non-decision-theoretic, non-Bayesian (non-DB) MCM rules.3
For those interested in the problem of finding the subset containing the best
mean, Bland (1961) (see also Duncan 1980 §17) has shown that the main features
of the k-ratio approach to the one-way array MCM problem offer thesame
advantages toward solving the subset problem for this array. Likewise, thesame
can be said for the two-way array. For example, for testing all pairwise
comparisons among a varieties grown in a given district in an a x b varieties by
districts yield trial, many of the k-ratio features being extended and developed in
this thesis will provide the basis for developing a corresponding Bayes rule for
choosing a subset of varieties containing the best yielding variety in a given
district. This development will be the subject of future work.
When carefully considered on its own, the component problem (1) for 8 is
different in often unrecognized and important ways from the problem of testing
the point null hypothesis H: 8 = 0 versus the single alternative A: 80. For the
latter problem, the non-DB approach controls type-1 error probability and subject
to this finds the test uniformly most powerful (UMP) for H (usually withina class
of tests, such as unbiased tests). This is the well-known approach of Neyman-
Pearson theory. Developed specifically for two-decision problems, the UMP test is
nevertheless commonly extended to a three-decision rule for the component
problem.
The well-known non-DB rules proposed for the MCM problemare attempts
to further extend the UMP rules for the component problems toa joint rule for
the MCM problem. Extensions of this type unavoidably encountera dilemma:
whether to use an experimentwise or comparisonwise approach toward type-1error
probability.4
The comparisonwise approach applies a component test to each true dif-
ference 6 that limits to a prespecified type-1 error level a the probability that its
observed difference d is falsely declared significant (significantly different from
zero). The experimentwise approach applies component tests to the true differ-
ences that limit to level a the probability that any of the observed differences is
falsely declared significant.In both of these approaches, the tests applied are
extended to three-decision rules so that they become a joint rule for MCM.
Many non-DB rules have been proposed for unstructured means, that is, for
means from an analysis of variance of a one-way array. The great disparity in
these rules is well-known and is unappealing: first, no rule appears best fora
variety of practical situations and second, the most appropriate rule for a specific
situation is difficult to determine.
The natural non-DB approach to a one-way array is the comparisonwise
approach of using of individual t-tests for the differences. Under the usual
normality and independence assumptions, the t-test of a difference 6 is UMP
unbiased for testing H: 6 = 0 vs. A: 60. Extended to three-decision rules for
the component problems (1), t-tests form what is known as the unprotected least
significant difference (ULSD) rule.
The overall result of this approach, however, doesn'tagree with the
"homogeneous-outcomes" intuition: the ULSD rule is too liberal (i.e., yields too
many type-1 errors) in the light of data that indicate the one-way array of means
is homogeneous, for example in the light of a small F-ratio.
Natural reactions to this disagreement have been to a) discount the
"homogeneous-outcomes" intuition entirely (cf Rothman 1990) by advocating that5
no adjustment be made to the P-values for each difference, or b) advocate the use
of many other non-DB rules which range in conservatism from near-comparison-
wise (cf Fisher 1935 and Duncan 1955), to highly conservative experimentwise
rules (cf Tukey 1951 and Scheffe 1953).
This wide range or disparity in the rules causes, at least, controversy in
what significance levels one should use, and at most, considerable confusionas to
what the basic scientific objective really is, as is indicated in a comment by
Gabriel to a power study by Ramsey (1978 §7). The understandably frustrated
Gabriel concludes with
The statistical literature is full of [multiple comparisons] methods and
techniques but quite devoid of a basic rationale and clearly statedpurpose,
and there still are many who doubt if the topic has any relevance at all [see
comments to O'Neill and Wetherill, 1971]...We still do not know what the
real question [in defining power] should be.
For means with structure the controversy and confusion surrounding the
MCM problem subsides if only because for them very few rules have been
proposed. The disparity in the rules for unstructuredmeans has probably
curtailed their extension to means with structure. These rules do not extend
easily in any case because they aren't based on structure.
Before MCM gathered momentum as a controversial problem, the prevailing
and quite reasonable opinion for means having the 2k-factorial design structure
was to agree with Rothmanthat an ordinary t-test should be applied to the
difference within each group. This opinionseems reasonable because treatments
in one group are unrelated to treatments in anothergroup. For example, in a 22-
factorial design involving varieties and districts, the P-value for the varietal6
difference, it was felt, should not be adjusted for the district difference. The
differences are unrelated and therefore should not affect one another.
The non-DB rules that have since been proposed for differences between
means with structure do not build on this prevailing opinion for unrelated
differences. Rather they involve a budgeting or spending of the experimentwise
type-1 error rate. For the two-way array, for example, see the proposals by
Kurtz, Link, Tukey, and Wallace 1965, by Miller 1966 pp 56-8, and by Neter,
Wasserman, and Kutner 1985 pp 725-9.
None of these budgeting proposals take advantage, in any sort of integral
way, of the mean structure. They all depend predominately on the number of
differences that are commonly specified a priori to be tested, this number being
the measure of the amount of multiplicity involved to whicha conservative
adjustment to each difference's P-value is made. As multiplicity is increased, the
P-values required for significance are decreased withoutany adaptation to the
structural features in the array.
Without adaptation, this strategy when applied toan array having a high
degree of multiplicity will sacrifice an inordinate amount ofpower, and in so
doing, skew the balance between comparisonwise type-1 and type-2error levels
well beyond any sort of reasonable objective the experimentermay have had. For
example, given k large for a 2k-factorial design, these budgeting approaches would
apply tests much more conservative than the t-tests suggested above.
Understandably, practitioners have embraced such proposals half-heartedly
(cf Rothman 1990 p 43). For means with structure onlyone such budgeting
approach, the highly cited proposal by Dunnett (1955, 1964) (recallpar 1 p 1)for7
the treatments versus control problem, has gotten any sort of regular use.It can
be argued that because the multiplicity for the treatments versus control problem
isn't nearly as high as other problems of structure, the consumption of power by
Dunnett's rule can be tolerated, and that because so, the rule has been much more
accepted.
The k-ratio approach to MCM, in contrast, has been developed on precepts
that allow it a consistent and straight-forward extension to a host of practical
analyses of means with various kinds of structure. Unlike the non-DB experiment-
wise budgeting approach, the extensions are specifically designed to take
advantage of mean structure.
The k-ratio approach applies a Bayes rule to the joint problem. Unstructur-
ed means are given exchangeable prior distribution. The component problem is
treated as the simultaneous intersection of the two simpler subcomponent prob-
lems of testingHL: 6 > 0versus AL: 6 < 0 and HR: S < 0 versus AR: 6 > 0.
Losses linear in 6 are assumed for each subcomponent problem.
The model of additive losses is imposed across the subcomponent problems
within a component problem and across all component problems. This model is
appealing because it would be the implied assessment if the subcomponents were
in separate experiments. Given this additive losses model, the Bayes rule for the
joint problem is the intersection of the Bayes rules for the subcomponent
problems.
This joint rule is very simple and comparisonwise in nature, yet it escapes
the dilemma of the non-DB approaches by being adaptive. For example, for the
one-way array, the rule requires comparisonwise P-values for the differences when8
the F-ratio is large, but more conservative experimentwise P-values when the F-
ratio is small.
For the two-way array, the required P-values adapt to all three F-ratios
plus additional relevant information. In the left- and right-tailed tests of a dif-
ference between two levels of one factor within a fixed level of the other factor,
the critical values become more or less conservative in intuitive accordance with
changes in the array's main effects and interaction effect F-ratios and, in addition,
depend asymmetrically yet intuitively on the marginal difference between the two
levels. The k-ratio rule, in a sense, learns from the observed values of the three
F-ratios and the marginal difference. Apparently, no other approaches to MCM
problems of structure give rules that have this intuitive learning feature.
The essential elements of the k-ratio approach in the formulation of its rule
for unstructured (i.e., one-way) means are especially well-summarized by O'Neill
and Wetherill (1971 §7 p 229), as follows (except for some changes in notation to
conform with the present context):
"The sample means y (i = 1, ,n) of the n treatment means to be
compared are assumed to be independently and normally distributed
N/D(iti,o-2/r) respectively, wherer is the number of replications of each
treatment. The replications yield an estimate of uf2. The true means pi are
assumed to have been drawn from a super-population which is normal with a
given mean po and variance o-2.
The multiple comparison decisions are broken down into a series of
separate comparisons of two means, pi and ittj. A comparison of two means is
further broken down into P(i, j), allowing the decisions
D + (i, j): yi is significantly larger than yiDo(i, j): yi is not significantly larger than yi
The decision losses are taken as additive with
L(D+(i, j); e),
L(Do(i,j); 0),
k1I 1,S<0
0, 6 > 0
6 < 0
>
9
where 0 is the vector of parameters of the true means pi and the variance o-,2,
and where S = ....[The slopes] k1 and k0 are the parameters which
measure the relative seriousness of type-1 and type-2 errors. The optimum
rule depends on k1 and k0 only through their ratio k1 /k0.
Following this formulation, they conclude with the following:
If now the variance of the population means a2 is includedas a
parameter to be estimated, two very useful results emerge. Firstly, the rule
does not depend on any assumed value for a2. Secondly, the rule dependson
the between treatments F-ratio in the following way. When F is large and
there is strong evidence of real differences in the pi, the rule is almost
equivalent to an LSD rule with a comparisonwise error rate. However, when
the F-ratio is small, the rule is similar to an LSD rule withan experiment-
wise error rate.
Clearly, therefore, this rule has many advantages, and the study
indicates that further work with decision theory formulations is highly
desirable."10
k-Ratio rules have been obtained for the balanced one-way (Waller and
Duncan 1969 1972), the unbalanced one-way (Jones and Duncan 1986) and the
balanced treatments vs. control (Brandt, Duncan, and Dixon 1992) arrays. As
mentioned, in the one-way array case the k-ratio rule for "best" mean problem has
also been obtained (Bland 1961). As we have stated, this thesis extends the
methods and theory to the balanced two-way array.
Decision-theoretic formulations for the MCM problem are welcomed not
only by O'Neill and Wetherill, but by Anscombe as well. Anscombe expresses
sentiment for such a formulation in his comment to the aforementioned approach
by Kurtz, et al, (1965), in which he characterizes the MCM problem as "decision-
theoretic in principle."
The adaptive nature of k-ratio rules results from giving unstructured means
exchangeable prior distribution (cf Duncan 1961), which allows theuse of shrin-
kage estimators or squared-error loss Bayes estimators in place of non-DB Gauss-
Markov estimators. In problems such as the two-way array, the shrinkage esti-
mators used take full advantage of mean structure, unlike non-DB rules. The two-
way array k-ratio rule given here and the treatments versus control rule of
Brandt, et al (1992), are the first such MCM rules with this advantage.
Shrinkage estimators have a good reputation even amongst non-Bayesians.
In many contexts they have been shown to be superior to leastsquares estimators
(Efron and Morris 1975, Stroup 1989). Lindley (1976) feels that the particularuse
of shrinkage estimators in the k-ratio approach "establishes the superiority of the
approach over others that have been suggested."
The k-ratio approach has as many as eight attractive properties. Unlike the11
experimentwise approaches of Tukey and Scheffe, it i) provides a test for a
difference which depends on the sizes of other differences (via the F-ratios) yet in
no way on the number of other differences chosen a priori to be tested, and ii)
adheres to the likelihood principle, seriously violated by the experimentwise
approach through its dependence on the number of differences to be tested.
Unlike the multi-stage adaptive approaches of Fisher, Duncan, and Newman-
Keuls (Newman 1939, Keuls 1952) the k-ratio approach iii)can be cleanly
inverted to give simultaneous interval estimates (Dixon and Duncan 1975).
Moreover, the k-ratio method iv) can be completely objective, and not
necessarily subjective Bayes, v) sensibly models the test of the (usually forgone
false) point null hypothesis H: 6= 0 not by assigning a lump of prior probability
to it as some Bayesians do but others realize is often unrealistic (cf Nelder's
comment on O'Neill and Wetherill 1971 p 244, Chew 1976 p 348, and
Spiegelhalter and Freedman 1988 pp 459, 461), but rather by allowinga contin-
uous prior over all values of 6 and viewing the test as the simultaneous test of
component left-tail and right-tail interval null hypotheses (HL: 6 > 0 and HR:
6 < 0), vi) represents, in the case of the one-wayarray, a smoothed version of
Fisher's F-protected LSD rule, vii) is Bayes empirical Bayes in that the Bayes
rule Studentizes the known variances solution, and viii) providesa balance
between type-1 and type-2 Bayes risks in thesense of minimizing their sum.
Presumably, the method would have been recommended by Milliken and
Johnson (1984 p 31) for the unbalancedone-way design had the k-ratio rule
existed at the time they wrote their book, and by Carmer and Walker (1982)were
the method as simple as Fisher's F-protected LSD rule.12
The principle objective of this thesis is to illustrate the utility of shrinkage
estimators and additive losses in the k-ratio rule for the balanced two-way array.
Few non-DB rules have been proposed for this array, so for comparison, another
objective is to discuss the one-way array's non-DB rules and k-ratio rule (Waller
and Duncan 1969, 1972). A third objective is to highlight some of the k-ratio
results known for problems related to MCM, such as interval estimation.
Chapter 2 provides a two-way illustration of the gigantic yet intuitively
acceptable changes in the decisions that can be given by the k-ratio approach
relative to the non-DB approaches.
In Chapter 3, the k-ratio approach is introduced in its simplest context: the
two-sample three-decision component problem in which for just one difference,a
decision among those in (1) must be made. Chapter 3 also provides a proof of the
Additive Losses Result (Lehmann 1957, Duncan 1955 p 17), the result which
makes the k-ratio approach comparisonwise in nature.
In Chapter 4, the one-way array problem is discussed, and the decision
regions of the non-DB approaches and the k-ratio approach are compared.
The thesis culminates with the development and presentation of the k-ratio
solution to the two-way array in Chapter 5.Concluding remarks are given in
Chapter 6.13
Chapter 2
AN APPLICATION OF THE k-RATIO TWO-WAY ARRAY RULE
Before presenting further details of the model and the theoretical optimal
properties of the k-ratio joint critical regions, it will help first to illustrate by
example the gigantic yet intuitively acceptable changes in the decisions thatcan
be given by this approach relative to the non-DB approaches.
Table 1 shows results of a production rate experiment given by Smith (1969,
see also Draper and Smith 1981). Four reagents and three catalysts were
included, the combinations of which were replicated twice in the experiment. The
analysis of variance shows the F-ratios are significant at level .05, which indicates
that some contrasts in the cell means are large enough to be significant.
Many of the contrasts in the cell means can be of interestpairwise
differences among the main effects and among the individual cellmeans, to name
two. In this thesis, the contrasts of interest will be the differences in
TABLE 1. 24 Production Rates for 12 Reagent/Catalyst Combinations
The Observations The Analysis of Variance
Reagent 1
Catalyst
2 3 Source d.f.m.s.FP-value
A 4, 6 11, 7 5, 9 Reagents34010.0 .001
B 6, 4 13, 159, 7 Catalysts2246.0.016
C 13, 1515, 913, 13 Interaction6 143.5 .031
D 12, 1212, 14 7, 9 Error 12 414
means between two of the levels of one factor for a fixed level of the other factor.
These contrasts are chosen because they are commonly of interest when
interaction is present and they involve both interaction and main effect spaces.
Table 2 shows the observed t statistic alongside its k-ratio critical value tk
for each of these differences. These pairs of values are shown in the top panel for
each pair of levels of reagent within a fixed level of catalyst and in the bottom
panel for each pair of levels of catalyst within a fixed level of reagent. A positive
t statistic is declared significantly positive if it exceeds the given positive tk; a
negative t statistic is declared significantly negative if it is exceeded by the given
negative tk. The significant t statistics are framed.
In the k-ratio approach, the choice of k must be preset. In Table 2, k has
been set to 100. The choice of k = 100 is comparable, as will be discussed in
Chapter 3 Section 8, to the choice of the common significance level a=.05 ina
non-DB approach.
The k-ratio test of a given true difference comes to depend not onlyon the
corresponding observed Studentized difference, i.e., the usual t statistic, but also
on the observed Studentized marginal difference, that is, the marginal t statistic
for the difference averaged over all levels of the fixed factor. Lookingacross the
third row of the top panel, the positive critical t value 2.2 given for the reagent
difference D B t statistic 3.5 within catalyst 1, for example,comes to depend on
the marginal t statistic 1.7. This positive critical t value would be lower than 2.2
were the marginal t statistic higher. On the other hand, the negative critical t
4.8 within catalyst 2 would be higher, in absolute value, were marginal t statistic
higher.TABLE 2. Observed t Statistics and k-Ratio Critical Values tk
Reagent
Within Catalyst
1 2 3
Difference t tk
BA 0.02.2
C D 1.02.2
D B® 2.2
DA® 1.7
C B43 1.7
C A43 1.4
Catalyst
t tk
23 2.2
0.5 -4.8
0.5 -4.8
2:011.7
1.0 -7.0
33 1.4
t t
0.52.2
ES 2.2
0.02.2
0.51.7
23 1.7
1111.4
Within Reagent
A
Difference t tk
1 3 -1.0 -2.9
2 3 1.02.2
2 1 2.02.2
tk
1.52.9
3102.2
4312.2
tk
0.52.9
-0.5 -4.2
-1.0 -4.2
Marginal t
1.7
1.7
1.7
3.5
3.5
5.2
t tk
2.02.9
Ui 2.2
0.52.2
15
Marginal t
0.0
1.7
1.7
For another example, looking across the last row of the top panel, the large
marginal t statistic 5.2 for C A results in the three low positive critical t values
1.4 within each the catalysts. As a result, the C A difference within catalyst 2
is declared significantly positive even though the observed t statistic is only 1.5,
well below the non-DB comparisonwise .05-level two-tailed and even one-tailed
Student-t critical values 2.18 and 1.78 (not shown). Here, we witness the
enormous yet intuitive gain in power the k-ratio test can attain.16
The k-ratio test for significance for these differences comes also to dependon
the observed F-ratios for the three factors. Depending on whether a) the reagents
F-ratio is larger and the interaction F-ratio is smaller than given, or b) vice versa,
the critical t value for a within-catalyst reagent difference comes to depend a)
more or b) less on the marginal t statistic.In the absence of interaction, the k-
ratio test learns to base the significance of the difference very highly on the size of
the marginal difference. In this case, the significance of the marginal difference in
turn comes to depend on the size of the reagents F-ratio: the higher the reagents
F-ratio, the lower the P-value required for the marginal difference.
Figure 1 shows the k-ratio decision boundaries for a Studentized within-
catalyst reagent difference, arbitrarily labeled t12 level 1 minus level 2
within catalyst level j). The decision boundaries are the positive and negative cri-
tical values for t12i, the tk's, graphed as a function of the marginal Studentized
difference t12.. These boundaries, the solid lines, are shown for four different sets
of values of the F-ratios. Figure la shows them for the Table 1 F-ratios.
For comparison to the k-ratio boundaries, Figure 1 also shows the decision
boundaries for the nori -DB t-test rulereferred to as the unprotected least
significant difference (ULSD) ruleand of the honest significant difference rule
of Tukey (1951). These rules are given by the dashed and dash-dotted lines
respectively.
These rules of course are not a function of t12. and thus, unlike the k-ratio
rule, are symmetric about the ti2vertical axis. (Tukey's boundaries are
computed, as Neter, et al, 1985, suggest, by pretending the 4-by-3 two-way isat
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12-mean one-way array of means so that the Studentized range critical value for
the 12 means is used).
The k-ratio boundaries cross these non-DB boundaries. We see from the
horizontal lines of circles in Figure la that if the sign of t12does not match the
sign of t12and if interaction is not highly significant, then when I tn.I > 1, a k-
ratio boundary value larger than that of Tukey's is used to declare 812,j not zero
with sign the same as t12j. On the other hand, we see from the horizontal lines
of triangles that if the sign of t12does match the sign of t12j, then when I t12. I >
2, a k-ratio boundary value smaller than that of the ULSD rule is used to declare
812, j not zero with sign the same as t12, j.
As Figures lb and lc show, the nature of the asymmetry to vertical axis
changes as the set of F-ratios change. Figure lb shows the boundaries when the
interaction F-ratio is reduced to the insignificant value 1.5. Upon this reduction,
the dependence of the boundary values on the value t12 becomesmore
pronounced. Figure lc shows the boundaries for a set of three insignificant F-
ratios. Like Figure lb, the dependence of the boundary valueson the value of
t12 is more pronounced. However, the minimum boundary value, in absolute
value, shown in Figure lc (1.7) is not much less than the minimum shown in
Figure la (1.75), whereas the minimum boundary value for Figure lb (1.4) is
much less than either of these.
Figure ld shows the k-ratio boundary values when the degrees of freedom for
each effect is reduced to 1.In this case, the reagent F-ratio is the square of t12
and the interaction F-ratio is a linear combination of both t12and the within-
catalyst reagent t statistic, making k-ratio boundary values dependon t12 much19
less than that seen in Figures la-c. The small degrees of freedom dilute the
dependence.
Table 3 shows for Smith's data the decisions made by the k-ratio rule along
with six other multiple comparison rules:the ULSD rule, Tukey's rule, the all
contrasts rule of Scheffe (1953), the multiple range rules of Duncan (1955) and
Newman-Keuls (Newman 1939, Keuls 1952), and the Bonferroni rule. (Here
again, all non-DB critical values are computed as Neter, et al 1985, suggestby
pretending the 4-by-3 two-way is a 12-mean one-way array of means). Means are
grouped by all levels of one factor within fixed level of the other. Within each
group, means are ordered increasing from left to right. A mean left of another is
significantly less than the other if the pair is not underscored by a bar. Primarily
because both reagent and catalyst F-ratios are significant, the k-ratio rule is able
to detect more significant differences than any of the other rules. The significance
of both F-ratios indicates that the levels of both factors are heterogeneous; their
heterogeneity is what makes the k-ratio rule more liberal than the other rules.
Unlike Scheffe's rule, Tukey's rule, or any other experimentwise rule, the k-
ratio rule's amount of conservatism does not depend on the number of
comparisons being made, but rather on the strength of the evidence which says
that none of the differences are different from zero, the relevant homogeneity
information coming from the observed the F-ratios. The critical t values become
more conservative as the strength of the evidence against homogeneity becomes
less substantial.Because the number of comparisons being tested is irrelevant,
differences tested additional to those designated a priori do not in
any way alter the value for any single difference of the k-ratio critical t, tk.In20
TABLE 3.Joint Decisions Made by Seven Rules
Reagents Within Catalysts.
Within
Reagent
Mean
k-Ratio
ULSD
Tukey
Scheffe
Catalyst 1 Catalyst 2 Catalyst 3
A B D CACDBABDC
5 512 14 912 13 14 78813
Catalysts Within Reagents.
Within Reagent A Reagent BReagent C Reagent D
Catalyst 132 132
Mean5 79
231 312
5814 12 13 14 8 12 13
k-Ratio
ULSD
Tukey
Scheffe
1
Three Other Rules: The Duncan multiple range rule gives the
same results as the ULSD rule. The Bonferroni and Newman-Keuls rules
give the same results as the Tukey rule.
other words, a k-ratio rule is comparisonwise, just like the non-DB t-test. But
unlike the latter, it is also adaptive to homogeneous outcomes through its
dependence on the F-ratios.21
Chapter 3
THE TWO-SAMPLE THREE-DECISION COMPONENT PROBLEM
3.1Introduction.
3.1.1Review.
The two-sample, three-decision problem is that of making, with independent
samples from two populations, one of three decisions about the difference S bet-
ween the two true population means it1 and /12. The three decisions are
D6 < 0,D0: E unranked with respect to 0, andD +: b > 0, (1)
whereS is the difference 111 112-
In Fisherian terms, Do is the null decision, nullifying acceptance of the consequen-
tial decisions Dand D +.In the same terms, the three decisions (1) are
expressed in the language of significance testing:
Dd is significantly less than 0,
D0:d is not significantly different from 0, and
D +: d is significantly greater than 0,
where d is the usual non-DB (Gauss-Markov) estimator of S.
It is customary to view the two-sample three-decision problem as the
building-block or component problem of MCM. Thus, it will be the focus of
discussion in this and subsequent chapters.22
3.1.1.1: A non-DB approach. The commonplace non-DB approach to the
component problem extends the Neyman-Pearson test of the hypothesis H: 6 = 0
versus A: S0 to a three-decision rule for choosing among the decisions (1). The
decision of accepting A: S0 is extended to that of accepting AL: S < 0 or AR:
> 0 (superscripts L and R denote with which tailleft or rightthe P-value
for the hypothesis is calculated). In this thesis, the Neyman-Pearson test of
interest is the t-test because the two sample means y1 and y., for pi and p2 are
assumed to have common variance, to be independent and normally distributed,
and to be averages of r independent and identically distributed (iid) replicate
observations. Under these assumptions, but without the assuming normality, the
Gauss-Markov estimator of S is, of course, the difference d = yiy2; with
normality assumed, d is also, of course, the maximum likelihood estimator of b.
3.1.1.2: The k-ratio approach. One special feature of the k-ratio approach is
that it models this three-decision component problem as the simultaneous
intersection of two simpler, more basic subcomponent problems. This model was
first suggested by Lehmann 1950 §11 and by Duncan 1955 p 10. More specifically,
the approach treats the two-sample three-decision component problem as the
simultaneous problem of testing HL: S > 0 versus AL: S < 0 and HR: S < 0 versus
AR: S > 0.In the language of significance testing, the new approach replaces the
problem of making a two-tailed significance test of a difference d with the problem
of simultaneously making both a left- and a right-tailed significance test of d. In
this way, the two-sample three-decision component problem is viewed as a
multiple comparisons problem itself, i.e., that is, a mini-multiple comparisons
problem (see Duncan and Dixon comment on D'Agostino and Heeren 1991 p 23).
The replacement is made for two reasons.First, in many if not most of the23
practical situations in which the three-decision component problem is of interest,
H is known a priori to be false whereas HL and HR are not. That we often test
H despite knowing it is false has been a complaint of many (cf Nelder's comment
on O'Neill and Wetherill 1971 p 244, Chew 1976 p 348, and Spiegelhalter and
Freedman 1988 pp 459, 461). Second, whereas the component problem is
implicitly one of three decisions, the tests of HL and HR are simpler Neyman-
Pearson-type accept-or-reject two-decision problems.
The k-ratio choice among the two decisions for HL versus AL,
DL: do not reject HL: S > 0 andDL: reject HL, i.e., accept AR: S < 0,
and the k: ratio choice among the two decisions for HR versus AR,
DR: do not reject HR: S < 0 andDR: reject HR, i.e., accept AR: b> 0,
combine to form a simultaneous decision-pair that defines the k-ratio choice
among the three decisions (1). Thus, the k-ratio rule decides
D ,if the decision-pair (DL, DR) has been chosen
Do,if the decision-pair (DL, DR) has been chosen, and (2)
D +,if the decision-pair (DL, DR) has been chosen.
The omitted fourth possible decision combination, the inconsistent pair (DL,
DR), is not allowed under the k-ratio Bayes rule approach.It is an inconsistent
decision in that it corresponds to an empty set in the parameter space. In not
being allowed, (DL, DR) has, of course, zero probability of being chosenas a24
decision-pair by the simultaneous k-ratio test of the subcomponent hypotheses HL
and HR.
3.1.2Notation and Likelihood Model.
The data: For the balanced component problem, let the sufficient data be
denoted by
=Y2; el, (3)
where yi represents the ith sample mean, i = 1, 2, obtained from
r independent and identically distributed (iid) replicate observations,
ands'2 representsan estimate of the replicate variance a2.
The densities or likelihood: Let the densities for the dataor likelihood for
the parameters be denoted by
where
yi ti NI D(p, ay2) for i = 1,2and
E2x2 a2 I f
c f
(72a2ir,
f = 2(r1),
independently, (4)
and where variables {ui}, i = 1,, n,with ui -- NI D(ai,b) distribution
denote a set of n independent Normal random variables with
means ai and variances b,
and a variable with x2 distribution is Chi-square with f degrees of
f25
freedom.
The sample, parameter, and decision spaces: Let
the sample space for x be denoted by
the parameter space for the parameter point 9 = (ui,p2,o-y2) be denoted by 1/,(5)
and the decision space for the decisions is denoted by 5 = {D_ ,Do, D +}.
3.2 The Non-DB t-Test Approach.
The commonplace non-DB approach to the component problem under the
distributional assumptions (4) extends the two-sample Student t-test of H: S = 0
versus A: 60 to a three-decision t-rule for the decisions (1).It is important to
make the distinction between the t-test of H, a two-decision procedure, and the t-
rule for (1), a three-decision procedure, because the objectives behind these
procedures differ in ways that are important for understanding the motivation
behind the development of the k-ratio rule for MCM. Therefore, we shall we
make this distinction throughout this thesis.
Given pi = it9, the statistic
t =Yl,Y2
V2Irse
(6)
has a t distribution with f degrees of freedom. The boundaries for the three-
decision t-rule are given, for a prespecified significance level a, by the two-tailed t-
test's critical value to /2(f ), the value at which the Fisherian right-hand (or left-
hand) tail-area for the t density has probability a/2:
Definition 1: Critical value ta(f): Given pi= /12, Pr(t > tdf)) = a.The a-level three-decision t-rule decides
D_,if t <
26
Do, if It< tal2(f), and D +, if t > ta/2(f).(7)
For example, the .05-level t-rule for the case in which the variance a2 is known
(i.e., degrees of freedom for error f = oo) decides
D_,if t <1.96,Do, if ItI < 1.96, andD +, if t > 1.96. (8)
In the Neyman-Pearson approach to testing, the two-tailed t-test is uniformly
most powerful (UMP) for making one of two decisionsnot rejecting H: 6 = 0
or accepting A: 60among all unbiased tests that falsely reject H with
probability no more than a. The two-tailed t-test accepts A if ItI > to /2(f ;
otherwise, it does not reject H.
The t-rule (7) represents an attempt to extend the two-tailed t-test for
accepting A: 60 to that of accepting AL: 6 < 0 or AR: 6 > 0 so that this
Neyman-Pearson test can be used to choose among the three decisions (1). This is
an extension for which Neyman-Pearson theory is not specifically designed. In
particular, the power at 6,(1Pr(accept H)6), is a test concept which applies
only to a test of H versus A and not to the three-decision two-tailed t-rule. For
example, in the three-decision problem, the probability for deciding D_should be
minimized if in actuality 6 > 0 (an example of what some people calla type-3
error). However, one-tailed tests based on the t statistic do have appeal because
they are UMP for testing HL and HR and therefore solve natural two-decision
problems for which the test concept of power applies.
In general, however, the attempt to extend Neyman-Pearson theory to
multiple decision problems is problematic. This is especially true for problems27
such as MCM for which the number of possible decisions can be very large. For
example for all pairwise comparisons of three means, already the number of
decisions from which a choice must be made is 19 (see Chapter 4 Section 4.1.2).
Nevertheless, many of rules proposed for MCM are attempts to extend the two-
decision t-tests from Neyman-Pearson theory to a multiple decision rule for MCM.
3.3 Bayes Rules for Choosing Among Multiple Decisions.
The k-ratio approach for choosing among the three decisions (1) is an Applied
Bayes Rule. To describe it as such, we need to first introduce terminology and
notation for the Bayes rule approach to decision making. If a choice is required
among just two decisions, we may call the Bayes rule a Bayes test, (In this same
manner, we have distinguished the t-test from the three-decision t-rule).
The Statistical Decision Function. A decision function 0 maps the sample space
into the decision space 9) (briefly denoted by 0: 1-.9)).
Example 1: An arbitrary three-decision function 0 for the component problem (1)
may be written in terms of three decision regions R_ ,R0, and R + that partition
the sample space 1:
=) =
D_ ,
D0, {me
D±,
x E R_
x E Ro
xER±
(9)
Example 2: A three-decision function 0 for the same component problem
may be written in terms of the t statistic (6) (which depends of course on the
sufficient statistic x) as described for the t-rule (7) in Section 3.2. Morespecifically we may write
{D
_,t <t a/2(f)
OW E__-- OM=D0,I t I < tal2(f)
D +,t> tao(f)
28
(10)
Example 3: An arbitrary two-decision function 01' for the left-sided subcomponent
problem of testing HL: 6 > 0 versus AL: 6 < 0 may be written in terms of two
decision regions RL and RL that partition the sample space 1:
0
x ERL= {x: decide to not reject HL}
0
E RL = {x: decide to reject HL, i.e., accept AL} = RL
0
Similarly, an arbitrary two-decision function OR for the right-sided subcomponent
problem of testing HR: 6 < 0 versus AR: 6 > 0may be written in terms of two
decision regions RR and RR that partition the samplespace 2g:
0
DR x ERR= {x: decide to not reject HR} (12)
0 0 {oR(x)
DR
'x E RR = {x: decide to reject HR, i.e., accept AR} = RoR
The Loss Function. A loss function L associatesa non-negative real-valued loss
with each decision and parameter point combination (briefly denoted by L:
x ). An arbitrary loss function for a problem havingm decisions D1, ...
Dm may be written as the sumwhere
and
L(0;= = DID LI(e),
1 = 1
I(A) is the indicator function for the set A,
+ is the loss associated with making
the decision DI given the parameter point 0.
Example 3 (continued): An arbitrary loss function LL for the left-sided
subcomponent problem may be written
LL(OL; MO".
DL)
MOLDLD. LL(9).
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(13)
Similarly, an arbitrary loss function LR for the right-sided subcomponent problem
may be written
LI?(011.) DOR]) LoR(9)+ i([oRD+RI). L+R(0).
The functions LL and LR maybe called the type-1 loss functions (cf Duncan
1988.ii p 90) associated with the decisions DL and DR; the functions LL and LR
0 0
maybe called the type-2 loss functions associated with the null decisions DL and
DR. Ordinarily, these type-1 and type-2 loss functions and thereforethe overall
loss functions LL and LR depend on 8 only through value of the true difference S.
(14)
The Risk Function. Given a decision function 0, the risk R atany parameter
point 8 is defined as the expected loss taken over the samplespace(briefly
denoted by R: ):
R(610)f L(0(:1); 0)dF x(x q)f L(0; 12)d F 0(0 I e), (15)
OS
whereFx and F0 are the probability measures for random variablesx and 0respectively.
Example 4: With respect to the 0-1 losses
1S >0
L(D; 6) =
0 S<0
0 S =0
L(Do; 6) =
1 60
0 S >0
L(D;6) =
1S<0
the risk at 6 = 0 of the a-level three-decision t-rule (7) is a:
R(9 = ft0-y2)I o)
30
(16)
= L(D _)Pr(D16 = 0) + L(DO)Pr(Dol S = 0) +
L(D +)Pr(D + I 6 = 0)
= Pr(D + or D16 = 0) =tI > c/2(f) I= 0)
=a.
Therefore, from the decision-theoretic point of view, the probability of type-1
error for the t-rule can be viewed as the risk at 5=0 with respect to 0-1 losses.
Bayes Risk.The Bayes risk B for a given decision functionis the expected risk
taken over a prior measure P(. ) specified for 9 (briefly denoted B: -+ 9Z,):
B(0) = f q5)dP(9).
Bayes Rule.The Bayes rule is the decision function 0* that minimizes Bayes
risk:
B(0*) = minB(0).3.4 The k-Ratio Additive Loss Model for the Component Problem.
The k-ratio loss function L for the component three-decision problem (1) is
defined in terms of the type-1 loss functions LL and LR and the type-2 loss
functions LL and LR given for the subcomponent problems:
0 0
L(0; el)
LL(0) + LOR(6), = D _
LL(0) + LR(9), = Do
0 0
LL(0)LR(9), _ D
0
Loss function L may be rewritten as
L(0; 9) = LL(0L; 0) + LR(OR; 6)
31
(17)
(18)
provided we restrict the decision functions 01' and OR for the subcomponent
problems so that their decision regions RL and RL, and RR and RR, satisfy the
0
equations
R_ =RL n RR
0
R0 =RLnRR
R = RL n RR
o +
Solving for the subcomponent decision regions we find
RLRo U R RR= RU Ro
0 0
RL= R RR=R+
(19)
(20)32
The equations (20) force the intersection of RL and RR to be the empty set,
because the sets R_ and R + are part of the partition {R_,R0, R +1 of 9 and
therefore do not intersect. Therefore, the decision functions OL and OR are
restricted in that the simultaneous decision-pair (DL, DR) is not allowed. From
(19) it can be said (as does Lehmann 1957) that the decision space for the
component problem lies in a restricted product-space, the Cartesian product of the
decision spaces for the subcomponent problems excluding the decision-pair (DL,
DR).
To find the Bayes rule for the component problem, consider the subcom-
ponent Bayes rule decision functions ¢: L and Z. R having decision regions R L and
0
7?1L, and r? R and I? R.If these decision regions are such that R L n R R is the
0
empty set, then it is easy to see that the component Bayes rule decision function
cbhaving decision regions r?_0, andr?+ is defined by
=RLnRR
0
L nR
o o
LnR
1- 0 +
This follows because the model (18) that the subcomponent losses are additive
implies that subcomponent Bayes risks are also additive:
B(0) = BL(OL) + BR(OR)
(21)
(22)
Therefore, because BL(7:kL) < BL, L\) andBR((A: R) < BR(OR)we easily see that33
B( )B(0) for Z. as defined by (21).
This is known as the Additive Losses Result (Lehmann 1957, Duncan 1965).
The additive loss model (17) simplifies the component Bayes rule in that the
simultaneous application of the subcomponent Bayes rule decision functions to
each of the left- and right-tail subcomponent problems provides the Bayes rule for
the component problem. Note the Additive Losses Result does not depend on the
prior measure assigned to the parameter 0 nor on the nature of the loss functions
LL and LR, but only on the additivity of LL and LR in the total loss function L.
3.5 The k-Ratio Linear Loss Model for the Subcomponent Problems.
The non-DB a-level t-rule (7) limits the probability of a type-1 error to the
specified level a. As we showed in Example 2, limiting the type-1 probability to
a is equivalent to limiting the risk at 5 = 0 to a when the 0-1 loss model (16) is
imposed on the three decisions (1).
In the development of the DB k-ratio rule, the approach is not to impose 0-1
losses, but instead to impose linear losses in testing HL versus AL and HR versus
AR. Asan approximation to the intrinsic losses involved with the inference, we
feel linear losses represent a considerable improvement over 0-1 losses.
Linear losses are attractive for a more specific reason. Using linear losses in
testing is equivalent to using quadratic losses in interval and point estimation.
When the tests are inverted to obtain interval and point estimates for the
differences, these estimates minimize Bayes risk with respect to quadratic rather
than linear losses (Dixon 1976). This surprising result is attractive because
quadratic loss in estimation is commonly used in practice.34
The linear losses imposed are defined through the type-1 and type-2 loss
functions LL and LL for LL and LR and LR for LR. They depend on the
parameter point 9 only through the value of the true difference S.Therefore, in
their definition we shall replace the argument 9 in equations (13) and (14) with 6.
For the k-ratio test of the left-tailed hypotheses HL: s > 0 and AL: S < 0, the
complete definition of the loss function LL is
where
LL(0L; 6)=moL=L])Loy) moLDLD.
s >o
LL(6) LL(6)=
k
16
6 > 0
0 kol6I 6 < 0 0 6 < 0
(23)
Similarly, for the k-ratio test of the right-tailed hypotheses HR: 6 < 0 and AR:
6 > 0, the complete definition of the loss function LR is
where
LR(OR;6)=IGOR=BloRD- LoR(6)-F I([OR=D+R]). L+R(6),
LR(s)
0
"0s < 0
sk06s > 0
LR (6)=
k
1161
60
+ 0 6 > 0
Figure 2 shows the graphs of the type-1 and type-2 linear loss functions for the
right-tailed problem.
(24)35
FIGURE 2
Linear Losses for Right-tailedSub-component Problem
type-1 loss function
type-2 loss function
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The slopes ko and k1 are pre-specified. In practice, lc() is always specified
much smaller than k1 because the null decision is not consequential (the null
hypothesis is neither accepted nor rejected), and therefore is much less serious.
The fundamental quantity k = k1 /k0 is called the type-1 to type-2 error
seriousness ratio (Duncan and Dixon 1983 p 405) from whence the k-ratio
approach gets its name. Whereas Neyman-Pearson tests depend on a, k-ratio
tests depends on k.
3.6 k-Ratio Bayes Rules.
3.6.1The Known-variances Solution.
For the balanced right-tailed subcomponent problem defined by (3)-(5) and
(23)-(24), denote by f(xl ,a) the data density defined in (4) and denote by XI; p)
the joint density f(xl ,t)p(it) of x andit where assigned as prior measure toµ is
the model-II prior density p(p) defined by
piNID(po, a2) for i = 1,2. (25)
Assume the error mean square or variance component c2 and treatment variance
compenent a2 are known. The justification of this prior will be explained in
Chapter 4.Finally, denote by 7(8 d) the posterior density of (5 Ix. This density
depends on x only through the observed difference d as it can be shown that this
posterior density has the distribution
1N(Sd, Sad2), (26)
where d = y1y9, the sample difference,
9 a2= 2 a- = variance of d, and37
ro-2 + u2
S = 1 1(I) =
pc =expected treatment mean square= the true F ratio. iv u2 expected error mean square
I
Then the Bayes risk BR(OR) for this problem can be expressed as
BR(oR)= f f LR(OR(z.); 6)f (1 I it)P(OdIdit
f2SG
=ffk1.18 l j(1; it)dp fko S XI; p)d
RR[11:< 0] [p:S > 0]
+
+ constants (with respect to the decision regions). (27)
From (27), it can be shown that the Bayes rule critical region 71 R in this known-
+
variances case is
RR= x:
0
0
151.7461 d)d8
> k
f
}
"7'87r(S d)d5
DO
={t: M(Vgt)I M( /t)>
= {t: t > t k(4))1,
where t= dlo-d, the standardized difference,
M(z) = g(z) + zG(z),
g() and G() are the probability and cumulative distribution
functions of a standard Normal random variable,
(28)
(29)
(30)and
where
tk(4)) = zki-Nr.5 = the k-ratio critical t value,
zk satisfies M(zk) /M(zk) = k.
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We can write II R in the form (30) because the ratio in (29) is a monotone
increasing function in t.See Duncan (1988.i) for complete derivation of (28)-(30).
Similarly, it can be shown for the left-tailed subcomponent problem of testing
HL: 8> 0 and AL: S< 0 that the the Bayes rule critical region 71 L in the
known-variances case is
L= {t: t <t gib)}. (31)
The Bayes rule decision regions for the subcomponent problems are such that 71 L
n i? R is the empty set, provided k> 1, because in this case zk is positive and
therefore so is tk((I)).Hence, the Additive Losses Result (Section 4) says the
Bayes rule for the component problem (1) simply decides
D_,if t <tk(1)),Do, ifI t< tk(4)), andD +, if t > tk(4)). (32)
For example, for k = 100, zk = 1.72 so that tk(4)) = 1.72/11/(1
9 (Given (I) is unknown, i.e., a- is unknown, the expectation of t2 isan unbiased
estimator of (I).In this case, an approximate 100-ratio critical value for t is the
value tk satisfying tk=1.7211/1-1/t:,which is tk = 1.99. One warning, however.
The level of this empirical Bayes approximation of replacing (D with t2 is
extremely bad for small 4); refer forward to the proper Bayes empirical Bayes
9
cr- solution for the case of unknown a- and
9
.)39
3.6.2The Unknown-variances or Studentized Solution.
The studentized or unknown-variances k-ratio solution to the component
problem involves defining prior measure P(.) with corresponding density p(.) to
the extended parameter vector 0 = it2,a2, u2), extended from its original p
definition in (5).
The prior measure assigned by the k-ratio approach to 9 extends (25) by
assigning to the variance components o-2 and a2 their Jeffreys indifference priors
(cf Box and Tiao Chapter 5 p 252) based on the model-II assumptions (4) and
(25). Assuming these parameters are a priori independent, the Jeffreys priorsare:
(0.
1 2) 0
E
p(a2) 0.2
Aa2A f
A
9 9 where a2= ro-- += between treatments expected mean square.
A /1 (33)
By using indifference priors for the variance components, we are letting the
data estimate the components without prior influence. In this sense,our solution
is Bayes empirical Bayes; it studentizes the subcomponent known-variances
solutions (29) and (30).It can be shown that the studentized critical region R R
for the right-tailed subcomponent problem is
f LR(6)74.0_ 1)d f j(x; 0)de
R={ 0
1,x: 0]
f LR(8)7(0 Ix)de>
C2 + [2:6<
I 6 I i(1; 9)d0
0]
where12 = the parameter space of our redefined 0,and recall kmil,
and A- and j denote posterior and joint densities.The critical region simplifies to
t2f,VWf(v).111(z h)dv
R
1:2
0 >k
f V-S-Qf(v)A1(- z I h)dv
0
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(34)
{t:t >tk(f)}, (35)
wheref(v) = the density of the F distribution with
1 numerator and r 1 denominator d.o.f.,
00
M(z h) = f (w + z)(1 + w2 /h)) (h1)12 dw z
=h-{-z2
1g(z) + zG(z),
where g() and G() are the probability and cumulative distribution
functions of a Student-t variable with h = 2r 1 degrees of
freedom,
and where Sts = 1and Q=
v
h+ f
t
(36)
Function /1/(z1 h) can be computed numerically (cf Waller and Duncan 1974
equations (3.6) and (3.7)), so we leave our result in the form (34). The variablev
can be thought of as the ratio of an observed F ratio (i.e., observed t2) to the true
F ratio for between treatments so that S is interpreted as in (26), as one minus41
the one over the true F ratio.
We can write 2. R in the form (35) because the ratio of integrals in (34) is a
monotone increasing function in t. The quantity tk(f) is the critical t value which
depends on the specified type-1 to type-2 error seriousness ratio k and on the error
degrees of freedom f. Again, see Duncan (1988.i) for complete derivation of (34)-
(36).
By symmetry, the left-tailed counterpart R L of the Bayes rule decision
region Ris
L={t:t <tk(f)}- (37)
The Bayes rule decision regions for the subcomponent problems are such that r? L
nRR is the empty set, provided k> 1.Therefore, the Additive Losses Result
(Section 4) says the Bayes rule for the component problem (1) simply decides
D_,if t < tk(f),Do, ift< tk(f), andD 4, if t> tk(f).(38)
For example, it can be shown for k = 100 and f = oo that tk(f) = 1.96, the same
value, remarkably, as the critical value tco(f) for a = .05 given by the t-rule (8).
3.7 The One- Versus Two-Tailed Loophole in Testing a Point Null Hypothesis.
In the k-ratio approach, the component Bayes rule is simply the intersection
of the subcomponent Bayes rules, due to the additive losses model (17) and
subsequent result (21). This result resolves a common controversial issue
concerning one- and two-tailed critical values in testing a point null hypothesis
such as H: 6 = 0. The issue, important in principle though notso much in42
practice, may be termed the one- versus two-tailed loophole.
In the translation from the two-decision tests t <tk(f) for HL: S > 0
versusAL: S < 0, and t > tk(f) for HR: S < 0versusAR: S > 0, to the three-
decision rule (38) for the component problem (1), the k-ratio critical t value tk(f)
does not change.
This represents a remarkable departure from what is commonly taught about
t-teststhat in the translation from the two-decision tests t <ta(f) for HL
versusAL andt >ta(f) for HR versus AR, to the three-decision rule (7)as
extended from the two-decision test I t I> t al2(f) of H: S = 0 versus A: S # 0
the critical t value changes from ta(f) to the more conservativeto/2(f) in order
keep the type-1 error level constant at a.
Given a = .05, k = 100, and f = CX) for example, the critical t value of the t-
test changes from 1.645 for the two-decision tests to the more conservative 1.96
for the three-decision rule, whereas in each case, the critical t value of the
corresponding k-ratio tests and rule remains constant at 1.96.
In the testing of H, experimentalists often find themselves faced with a
dilemma in whether to use one-tailed ta(f) or the two-tailed ta/2(f) as the critical
value fort.The one-tailed critical value is chosen over the two-tailed one only if
a priori information dictates that the alternative being considered is not the two-
sided A, but rather one of the one-sided alternatives ALorAR.
However, when the two-sided A must be considered, a controversial issue
arises concerning these critical values. What is taught about the t-test createsa
loophole through which the experimentalist can escape with the less conservative43
one-tailed critical value ta(f) for the three-decision t-rule. A telling of a tale
about two experimentalists called E1 and E2 will illustrate this loophole. The
experimentalist E1, who has bountiful resources, decides to test, in separate
experiments, the hypotheses HL and HR. The t statistics tL and tR resulting
from each experiment provide the tests tL <ta(f) for HL and tR > ta(f) for
HR. These results extend obviously toa three-decison t-rule for the component
problem (1) that decides
D_ ,if 1L <ta(f),
Do, if 1L >ta(f) and tR <ta(f), and (39)
D ,if tR > ta(f).
The experimentalist E1 takes the usual approach of testing H in a single
experiment. The statistic t from this experiment provides the two-tailed t-test
t i > c/9(f) for H. This result extends to the usual three-decision rule (7). The
rule (39) uses the one-tailed critical t value ta(f) and therefore is much more
lenient than the rule (7), which uses the two-tailed critical t value tao(f). This is
illustrated by the example given above, where given a= .05 and f = oo,
ta(f) = 1.645 whereas to /2(f)= 1.96.
In the separate experiments conducted by E1, the implicit model for the
hypotheses tested is that their losses are additive. In the single experiment
conducted by E9, we claim the implicit model remains appropriate. Under this
implicit additive losses model, the k-ratio approach says that, for constant k, the
optimal critical t value for testing HL and HR in the separate experiments is the
same as the optimal critical t value for testing H in the single experiment. The44
pretence that one can, by conducting separate experiments, use a more lenient t-
rule for the component problem is not allowed by the k-ratio approach. Regard-
less of whether either HL or HR is tested alone or both are tested simultaneously
under the guise of making one of three decisions in a test of H, the same critical t
value should be used.
The question of whether to use one- or two-tailed critical t values in the
separate experiments is a loophole which arises, we feel, from an experimentwise
emphasis to narrow the inferential focus to a single experiment, i.e., to not
consider the combining of information or "meta-analysis" of several hypothetical
experiments. The introduction of decision theory is not only useful for combining
the information in an optimal way, but also helps shed philosophical light on basic
questions of inference such as the loophole described.
3.8Correspondence of the Choice of k for the k-Ratio Rule to the Choice of
a for the Non-DB t-Rule.
It so happens that for certain pairs (k, a), the critical t's tk(f) and ta/2(f)
coincide in value, with discrepencies seldom above .01, for any particular value
of the error degrees of freedom f. One such pair is (100, .05). For this pair,
Figure 3 shows as a function of f the correspondence of the critical t values. As
one can see, the 100-ratio rule is essentially equivalent to .05-level t-rule. Corres-
pondence also occurs for the pairs (50, .10) and (500, .01).2.7
2.6
2.5
E2.4
2.3
ro
U2.2
2.1
1.9
FIGURE 3
Comparison of k-Ratio and t-Test Critical tValues
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Because the experimentwise rules of Tukey, Scheffe, and Bonferroni all give
as the critical t the value to /2(f) for the two-sample three-decision component
problem, for a multi-sample problem such as the one- or two-way arrays discussed
in subsequent chapters, the k-ratio rule for the choice k=100 will be compared to
the experimentwise rules for these approaches for the choice of a = .05.
Recall from Section 3.7 however that t100(f) is the 100-ratio critical t value
for H as well as for HR or HL tested alone, whereas the dilemma as to whether to
use t095(f) or t05(f) is not resolved with the extension to a three-decision rule of
the Neyman-Pearson two-decision test. This is the fundamental difference
between the two approaches.Chapter 4
THE ONE-WAY ARRAY MCM PROBLEM
4.1Introduction.
4.1.1 Review.
47
An MCM problem for a one-way array of true means, ILI,, tin,is the joint
problem of solving the three-decision component problems of Chapter 3
simultaneously for a designated set S of comparisons {-yi}, i = 1,, rn, among
the means. As it is termed in an experimentwise approach, the set S is the family
of comparisons that the experimenter has planned a priori to test.
In a one-way array, the common choice of family is the set of all
n(n) 1) m = 9pairwise differences. Another choice which has received a lot of
attention in theory but very little in application is the infinite set of all contrasts.
The all-pairwise differences choice is so common that the joint problem it
represents is termed the one-way array MCM problem, for short, the term we
have used in the above Chapter heading.
Scheffe (1953) was the first to specifically define a general comparisony
among n means as the linear function
= Cflv
in which the coefficients sum to zero (ci = 0). At the same time, he
introduced for it the popular term contrast.
This definition of a generalized comparison or contrast includes ofcourse all48
pairwise differences. Also included are differences between the means of subsets of
the given full set of means, such as, for example, the difference between the mean
of treatments and the mean of controls. In this chapter, we will discuss only the
one-way problem of testing all pairwise differences.
In the one-way array MCM problem, for a difference Sij in S between the
pair of meansµiand /Li, the three decisions for the component problem may be
displayed
where
D (i, j):Sii < 0,
D (i, j):6ii unranked with respect to 0, and
D(i, j):Si > 0,
Sii = tti
In the language of significance testing, the three decisions (1) are expressed
D (i, j):dij is significantly less than 0,
D (i, j):dii is not significantly different from 0, and
D (i, j):dii is significantly greater than 0,
where dis the usual non-DB (Gauss-Markov) estimator of
1. j.
In this thesis, the Gauss-Markov (GM) estimatordijofSijis the observed
difference between the sample means yi and yi because the samplemeans are
modeled as having common variance, as being independent and normally
(1)49
distributed, and as being averages of r independent and identically distributed
(iid) replicate observations.
Actually, as indicated already, the model would allow us to refer to dij as an
maximum likelihood estimator. However, we will refer to it as the GM estimator,
to keep in mind the view that as in time series the strict sense assumptions of
independence and normality are not nearly as important in application as the
implied wide sense assumptions of zero correlations without normality on which
the GM estimator is based.
We shall use lexicographic order to identify the mean pairs. Thus, given
n = 3, for example, we use the order (1,2), (1,3), (2,3). We shall identify the lth
component problem as that problem in which we compare pi with pi where (i, j)
is the lth pair in the lexicographic ordering of the indices. The pair (i, j) and
ordering number I will be used interchangeably; for instance D (i, j)= D (1).
Nearly all the discussion on MCM has focused on means from the one-way
array. Some of the customary approaches to this array need review to place the
k-ratio approach in proper perspective. This introductory section briefly reviews
these approaches and previews the geometric comparison of their decision regions
to follow in subsequent sections.
41.1.1: The non-DB MCM dilemma. Many rules which are neither
decision-theoretic nor Bayesian (non-DB) have been proposed formeans from an
analysis of variance of a one-way array. The great disparity in these non-DB rules
is well-known and is unappealing: first, no rule appears best fora variety of
practical situations and second, the most appropriate rule fora specific situation is
difficult to determine.50
The disparity arises primarily from a dilemma faced by non-DB proponents
who attempt to extend Neyman-Pearson theoretic use of type-1 and type-2 error
probabilities to the tests of several difference in the same experiment. The
dilemma is in whether to apply the comparisonwise or experimentwise approach in
testing the differences.
The comparisonwise approach applies a component test to each true
difference (5 in S that limits to a prespecified type-1 error level a the probability
that S's observed difference d is falsely declared significant (significantly different
from zero). That is,
for each 45 E S,
Pr(d is declared significantI H5: S = 0) < a.
The a in (2) is referred to as the comparisonwise type-I error level.
(2)
The experimentwise approach, roughly speaking, applies component tests to
the true differences in S that limit to a prespecified a the probability thatany of
the observed differences is falsely declared significant. That is,
Pr(for some S E S, d is declared significantI Hs: for all S E S, S = 0) < a.(3)
More precisely, the experimentwise principle requires, for each subset SI of
S, the use of component tests that limit to levela the probability that any of the
observed differences in 51 is falsely declared significant. That is,
for each S' C S,
Pr(for some S E S', d is declared significantI HS,: for all S E ,S = 0) < a. (4)
The a in (4) is referred to as the experimentwise type-Ierror level. The exper-51
imentwise principle is described by Tukey (1977), although he does not refer to it
by this name.
4.1.1.2: The non-DB comparisonwise approach. The use of individual a-
level t-tests for the differences is the natural non-DB comparisonwise approach to
MCM. Each t-test, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3, is extended to bea
three-decision t-rule for choosing among the decisions (1). The three-decision t-
rules form the MCM rule known as the unprotected least significant difference
(ULSD) rule.'
The overall result of this approach, however, doesn't agree with the
"homogeneous-outcomes" intuition: the ULSD rule is too liberal (i.e., yields too
many type-1 errors) in the light of data that indicate the array of means is
homogeneous, for example in the light of a small F-ratio.
This disagreement is most easily described with an example. Suppose
n = 20, the omnibus null hypothesis H0: tt1= 112=. = F20is true, and that the
.10-level ULSD rule is applied to all m= 190 possible differences. Suppose also
that 19 of the differences are declared significant; this is exactly the number of
type-1 errors expected from this rule.If the F-ratio is not significant, each of
these 19 significant differences contradict the result of the F-test. The
expectation under H0 of 19 type-1 errors and of an insignificant F-ratio suggests
that these significant differences are not to be believed. Furthermore, given the
'The "least significant difference" (LSD),as it is termed, is the quantity
t scOir, a/2Cf) where the r replicates observed for each of then sample means
yield the observed error mean square s'. A difference d between two sample
means is declared significant if it exceeds the LSD; this is simply a manipulation
of t-test procedure described in Chapter 3, Section 2.52
error variance of for the replicates is known, the probability of the .10-level ULSD
rule making the correct joint decision, the null decision Do = (D (1), D (2),... ,
D (in)), is merely .01 (obtained from CRC Handbook for Probability and
Statistics 1968 p 355), an inadequately low probability.
As you can imagine, for n = 100 means or more, homogeneous outcomes
present a severe problem for the ULSD rule, even for levels of a much lower than
.10, such as the more commonly used levels .05 and .01.
4.1.1.3: Non-DB experimentwise approaches. Reactions to this disagreement
with the "homogeneous outcomes" intuition have been varied.Some discount it
entirely (cf epidemiologist Rothman 1990) by advocating that no adjustment be
made to the P-values required for each difference. However, the disagreement is
felt to be serious by the statistical community, who in consensus perceive the
ULSD rule as inadequate for MCM. Statisticians advocate theuse of many other
non-DB rules which range in conservatism from near-comparisonwise (cf Fisher
1935 and Duncan 1955) to highly conservative experimentwise rules (cf Tukey
1951 and Scheffe 1953). The aforementioned great disparity in the non-DB rules
is caused by this wide range in conservatism.
Geometrically speaking, an experimentwise rule yieldsa joint null decision
region R0 that is an enlargement of the ULSD joint null decision region Rtso
that given Ho is true, the probability of making the decision Do is fixed at 1
for some specified experimentwise type-1 error probability levela.
For large n, however, this experimentwise approach does not agree with the
"heterogeneous-outcomes" intuition: the experimentwise rulesappear to be too
conservative (i.e., yield too many type-2 errors) in the light of data that indicate53
the array of means is heterogeneous, for example in the light ofa large F-ratio.
Given a very large F, an LSD critical value for each component difference does
appear reasonable yet for say the lth component, a decision of D (1) or D + (1)
rendered by the LSD may very well be disallowed under R0.
On a deeper level, experimentwise rules disagree with intuition in that they
seriously violate the likelihood principle. (See Barnett 1973 p 196 for brief
discussion or Edwards 1972 for treatise on this principle). Without going into
details, these rules violate this principle because they depend predominatelyon
some measure of the multiplicity involved in the joint problemsuch as the
rank of the space spanned by S (Scheffe, Tukey) or the cardinalitym of S
(Bonferroni)which has nothing to do with the likelihood of the true
differences. For example, when m = 1, the P-value required (as given by the t-
test) for the difference d involved to be significant is not adjusted by the
Bonferroni rule. However, when m > 1, the Bonferroni rule adjusts the required
P-value for d to a larger, more conservative value, which depends monotonically
on rn. These adjustments can be enormous (e.g., given n = 100 and f = oo,
Scheffe's rule gives a critical t value of 11.08 as opposed to the t-test's 1.96)
despite having no basis from the point of view of the likelihood.
Inescapably, experimentwise rules lead to an extremely unintuitive
philosophy: the experimentwise no look strategy. (Although not referred to by this
name, this strategy is given in Tukey 1977). Given observed differences d and d'
for true differences 6 and S' for which (5 is in S but S' is not, the experimentwise
no look strategy says that d' cannot be declared significant even if its likelihood is
many times larger than an already declared significant d! Such a strategy has
been called "ludricrous from a scientific point of view" (Berry 1988p 79). One54
can be assured, no one has adopted the strategy in practice.It is a bugaboo that
renders the experimentwise approach completely vulnerable to attack.
For a defender of the homogeneous-outcomes intuition to avoid also
defending the no look strategy, he needs to adopta rule that is comparisonwise in
nature in the sense that each component decision does not, strictly speaking,
depend on m, but at the same time is adaptive to homogeneous outcomes in the
sense that each component decision depends on the sizes of other m differences.
4.1.1.4: Non-DB adaptive approaches. With the homogeneous- and
heterogeneous-outcomes intuitions in mind, adjustments that adapt to evidence of
mean homogeneity have been proposede.g., the multiple range rules of Duncan
(1955) and of Newman and Keuls (Newman 1939, Keuls 1952), and the F-
protected least significant difference (FLSD) rule of Fisher (1935). They all suffer,
however, in that they adapt discontinuously, making it difficult to "invert" these
testing rules to simultaneous interval estimation procedures.
4.1.1.5: The k-ratio approach. The k-ratio approach makes two reasonable
assumptionsone on the joint loss structure of the comparisons and the other on
the prior distribution of the means pi,, itso that an approach is developed
that is both comparisonwise and adaptive in nature. Asa result, the k-ratio
approach avoids the disagreements that the ULSD and experimentwise rules have
with intuition and also the difficulties the adaptive rules have in the inversion
from testing rule to simultaneous interval estimation procedure.
First, the individual losses for component problemsare assumed additive in
the sense that their joint loss is assumed to be thesum of these individual losses.
This "additive losses" model (initially proposed by Duncan 1955p 17 and55
Lehmann 1957) would be implicit if the comparisons were made in separate
experiments and therefore seems appropriate if all comparisons were made within
a single experiment. The additive losses model implies that the joint Bayes rule
for a component problem is comparisonwise in nature, not in the strictsense of
(2), but in the sense that unlike experimentwise rules, the component P-value
required depends in no way on the number m of other component problemsa
priori designated. This implication comes from the Additive Losses Result
(Chapter 3, Section 4) applied not just across the two sub-component problems
within a component problem, but also applied across all m component problems.
However, the component P-value required, it must be emphasized, will dependon
the sizes of the other m1 observed differences through the F-ratio.
Second, the means are assumed to be exchangeable in their prior
distribution. The exchangeability assumption is liberating in that it makes the
component decisions become adaptive to the F-ratio. As the F-ratio decreases,
the component null decision region enlarges. The component null decision region
may become as large as any that the experimentwise approaches recommend, but
only if the F-ratio is small, as intuition suggests. Asa result, the joint null
decision region is enlarged beyond the boundaries of Rt because geometrically, Rt
0
is located in an area where the F-ratio is small. Furthermore, this adaptation to
the outcome of the F-ratio is smooth which makes straightforward the inversion
from testing rule to simultaneous interval estimation procedure.
The k-ratio's criteria for rejecting the null component decision is not based
on the P-value falling below a significance level a, but rather on the weighted
posterior odds for an alternative hypothesis relative the null hypothesis rising
above a type-1 to type-2 error seriousness ratio k. Evenso, as we noted inChapter 3, Section 8, a k of 100 in the k-ratio approach is comparable toan a of
.05 in a non-DB approach. We shall use these values to compare the various
approaches in this chapter.
4-1.2 Notation and Likelihood Model.
The data: For the balanced one-way MCM problem, let the sufficient data
be denoted by
where
= ['i;s2],
Y = Y97 ,Yrz],
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(5)
yi represents the ith sample mean, i = 1,, n,obtained from
r independent and identically distributed (iid) replicate observations,
andsc-
9represents an estimate of the replicate variance (72.
The data densities or likelihood: Let the data densitiesor likelihood for the
parameters be denoted by
9
yiNI D(fti, a;),i = 1, 2,..., n
and s-
9y2 (72/f independently,
f c
9 9 / where (7- =
f = n(r1),
and NID(a,b) and x2 distributions are definedas in Chapter 3 Section 1.2.
f
(6)The sample, parameter, and decision spaces: Let
where
the sample space for x be denoted by 9S,
the parameter space for the parameter point
= [ft;ay2]= , /in;cry2] be denoted by
and the decision space for decisions by denoted by 9),
D = (D(1), D(2), ,D(m)):
D(1) E 9)(/), for 11,2,..., m
J(l) = {D (1), D (1), D
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(7)
The decision space contains inconsistent decisions which will not be allowed.
For example, for n = 3, there are 27 decisions in the decision space, 8 of whichare
inconsistent. The inconsistent decisions, represented in m= 3 dimensions, are
(D (1,2),D(1,3), /2
(D (1,2),D (1,3), 12
(1,2),D (1,3),D
(D (1,2), /2 (1,3),D
0
(2,3))
(2,3))
(2,3))
(2,3))
(D (1,2),D
+
(D (1,2),D
(1,2),D
(D
(1,3),D (2,3))
(1,3),D (2,3))
(1,3),D (2,3))
(1,3),D(2,3))
4.2 The ULSD Rule.
Illustration of the decisions regions for the ULSD rule is facilitated by the
Helmert comparisons of the means. Consider the case ofn = 2 means. In this
case, in = 1. When applied to the true lone difference in question, the ULSD ruleis just the t-rule, extended from the t-test in the manner described in Chapter 3,
Section 2.In this case, the Helmert transform is
w = Hy,
where y
Y1
= sample mean vector,w =
wo
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= transformed mean vector
and H =
11'
1
1 1
= Helmert transform matrix.
NF2
1
V= V=
As we explained in Chapter 3, the .05-level t-rule depends on the
9 Studentized difference t1 = I wilsy 1, where sy- =
9
I r.Given the degrees of
freedom for error f = oo (i.e., se = o ), the .05-level t-rule decides
Dif t1 <1.96, Do ift1< 1.96, andD + if ti > 1.96. (8)
(The component argument is not listed for these decisions, because it is extra-
neous when in = 1).Corresponding to D_ ,Do, and D +,Figure 4a shows the
corresponding decision regions R,Ro, and R + in the two-dimensional space of
y. The line yi + y9 = 0 depicts the "difference" or "Helmert comparison" space
C1, the column space of hi, orthogonal to and onto which the decision regionscan
be projected. Figure 4b shows the decisions regions in C1space, with ti as
coordinate.
For arbitrary n, the Helmert transform is
w = Hy,FIGURE 4
Decision Boundaries for.05-Level -Test:n -= 2
figure. 4 a. .
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where y
y1
Y9
yn
= sample mean vector, w =
w0
wl
wq
= transformed mean vector,
with q = n1, and with the Helmert transformation matrix being
H
(nxn)
1
1 1
V3.2 ,\/T
0
9
1 1 1
0
0
(n1)
V77(n1)V71 (711)V71(n1) Vn (n1)
The difference space is the row space of Ha. It has rankq, and is therefore
denoted by Cq.
For the case n = 3, the joint decision regions for them = 3 possible
differences yiy2,yly3, and y2y3 can be projected onto C2; the differences
are functions of the Helmert comparisons w1 and w2:
yly2 =Au]) yly3 =(wifiw2), and y2y3 =
(wlOw2) V-2where y =
andH =
Y1
Y2
Y3
= sample mean vector, w =
1 12
N/0 0
wo
wl
w2
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= transformed mean vector,
= Helmert transform matrix.
Given f = co, the decisions that could be made are shown in Figure 5 in C2-
space in the standardized coordinates ti = wilo-E, i = 1, 2. The three marginal
decisions for each difference are shown in 5a, 5b, and 5c, the nineteen joint
decisions possible for the simultaneous rule are shown in 5d. A joint decision in
5d is labeled with a triplet, which represents the subscripts of themeans, ranked
in order, increasing from left to right. An underscored pair of subscripts indicates
that their corresponding mean difference is not significant. For example, the
(1,3,2) is the joint decision 12= {D (1, 2), D (1, 3), D3)}. Similarly, the
marginal decisions in 5a, 5b, and 5c are labeled with a pair of subscripts; the pair
is underscored in the region where the null decision is made.
From the simplicity of the probability distribution function tiN/D(ri,1),
T =(re, i = 1,2, where b.) = (w0, w1,= Hµ, of the sample points t =[ti,t2]' ,
the probability P(D7) of each decision D3,given the parameter T = [T 1,T2]1, can
be given a helpful geometric interpretation. The whole probability distribution
N(T,/9) may be visualized as a unit-variance normal-shaped solid bell restingon
the sample space C9 and centered at T. The probability P(Di I 7)4
3
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is that part of the bell standing above the corresponding region R
Given the hypothesis H19: 612 = 0 is true, for example, the N(7,/2) bell will
be centered somewhere along the central vertical line t1= 0 in Figure 5a.
Its position on the center line depends on the value of r9= E(t9) =
1 Gil +/192/13). From the parallelism of the lines ti= + 1.96 delineating a-,V6
the strip region (1,2) in which H19: 812 = 0 is not rejected, it is clear thata = .05
regardless of the value of 79. By symmetry, the same can be said of the tests
being provided by the joint rule for H13: 613 = 0 and H23: 623= 0.
Given the omnibus hypothesis H0: ,u1= /19= /13 is true, the N(r,/-2) bell
will be centered at (0,0). The probability of the correct decision Do= (1,2,3), its
region Rt depicted by the center hexagon in Figure 5d, is the probability that the
range of sample means does not exceed 1.96. Equivalently, this probability is the
integral of theN([1,/2) bell over /g, which is .878, i.e., P(D0 I Ho)= .878. As
n increases, so does m and the probability of correct decision under H0 decreases.
For n = 4, this probability is .797; for n = 20, it is .08; in the limit, it iszero.
(These probabilities are given by the Studentizedrange; see for example, the CRC
Handbook for Probability and Statistics 1968 pp 354-60).
4.3 Experimentwise and Adaptive Rules.
The ULSD probability of correct decision under H0 is inadequately small
for large n.Experimentwise advocates recommend enlarging the null decision
region hexagon Rt to one that captures .95 probability under H0. A preliminary 0
.05-level Studentized range test of H0 enlarges Rt in thisway. Figure 6a shows 0
this enlarged hexagonal region, called le, delineated by the Studentizedrange 0
lines ti = ± 2.34 and the 60 and 300 degree rotations thereof.4
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Such preliminary range tests are required by the multiplerange rules of
Newman-Keuls (Newman 1939, Keuls 1952), and of Duncan (1955). The a-level
Newman-Keuls multiple range rule declares the difference between twomeans in a
set of n means significant if and only if the range of each and every subset which
contains the given two means is a-level significant. Duncan's multiplerange rule
differs from Newman-Keuls' only in the significance level for the subsets ofmeans,
which for a subset of p means is raised from a to 1(1cx)P 1. For example,
given p = 3 and a = .05, Duncan's significance level is 1(1.05)3 1= .10.
These multiple range rules allow the use of the t-rule criteria (8) to decide the fate
of a pair of means only if each subset the pair is within is significantly heterogen-
eous.
Thus, these rules adapt, albeit in a crude and discretemanner, to evidence
of heterogeneity as expressed by the ranges. This discretemanner, unfortunately,
makes it difficult to invert from testing rule to simultaneous interval estimation
procedure.
Tukey's .05-level "honest significant difference" rule (Tukey 1951) isan
experimentwise rule that declares a difference significant if it exceeds the .05-level
critical value for the Studentized range of all themeans.This "single-stretch"
critical value is applied each and every difference,so unlike the multiple range
rules, the inversion from testing rule to interval estimation procedure is
straightforward. Tukey's rule, however, does not adapt to evidence of
heterogeneity in the means; given n large, the critical value for Tukey's rule is
much larger than the potential Student's t critical value of the multiplerange
rules. As a result, Tukey's rule can be muchmore conservative.66
Another way to enlarge the ULSD hexagon R0 t so that it captures .95 prob-
ability under Ho, is to expand it to a circular null region viaa preliminary .05-
level F test of Ho. Given n = 3 and error degrees of freedom f= oo, the F-ratio
equals (ti2t2 )/2 and has .05-level critical value F2oo = 3.00. To exceed this, t
must lie outside the circle of radius 16 = 2.45 depicted as R1' in Figure 6b.
The null region is also circular when f is finite. To show this, consider first
the three orthonormalized differences from n=3 means. Their critical t regions
intersect to form a hexagonal null region like that in Figure 5d, only slightly
larger because f is finite.If we were to continue to plot the critical t regions for
all the remaining orthonormal contrasts Eciyi we would see that they carve a
i =1
circular null region. (Orthonormal contrasts in the samplemeans have the same
variance, therefore each has the same critical t value). An a-level F test expands
this circular null region to one that has probability 1a under Ho. This follows
from the following fact: the F-ratio exceeds Fia,_Lf if and only ifan orthonormal
71
contrast E ciyi in the means exceeds the "radius" V"7. 1s2Fn 1,f for some i
values of the ci's (for a rigorous proof,see Miller 1966). From this fact, we see
that the F-test gives as its null region the circular null region carved by the
critical t regions of the orthonormal contrasts, given the critical t value used for
each region is the above-mentioned radius.
The preliminary F test depicted in Figure 6b (given f= oo) is required by
Fisher's F-protected least significant difference (FLSD) rule given by Fisher(1935
§24 par 1).If F is significant, i.e., if Ho is rejected, then the ULSD rule (now
"protected" by the F ratio) is applied to the joint problem, i.e.,a difference is
declared significant if it exceeds the LSD of ta/9(f)sy. If F isnot significant,
none of the differences are declared significant. The FLSD is nearly67
comparisonwise because it often allows the ULSD rule to be applied.
To allow testing of the differences in cases where F wasn't significant,
Fisher (1935 §24 par 3) suggestedalbeit in a manner far from authoritative
the use of the Bonferroni significant difference tai2m(f)soa assuming all
zi(n1) m = comparisons are, as Fisher put it, "from the start, equally plausible."
(See Section 5.1.2 for important comment on this quote). Call this extended rule
Fisher's F- or Bonferroni-protected least significant difference (FBLSD) rule. As
we shall see, the FBLSD rule adapts to the F-ratio crudely, but in much the same
way as the k-ratio rule. Unfortunately, the discrete adaptation of the FBLSD and
FLSD rules to mean heterogeneity makes it difficult to invert from testing rule to
simultaneous interval estimation procedure.
Scheffe (1953) bases his all-contrasts experimentwise ruleon the F test.
Scheffe's rule declares an orthonormalized differenceor any other orthonormal
contrast significantly different from zero if it exceeds the critical value
inIsf2F ,the "radius" of the preliminary F test. This "single-stretch"
critical value is applied each and every contrast,so unlike the Fisher's rules, the
inversion from testing rule to interval estimation procedure is straightforward.
Scheffe's rule, however, does not adapt to evidence of heterogeneity in themeans.
Because it does not adapt and because it is applied to all contrasts, Scheffe's rule
is the most conservative of the proposed rules. In all but small samplecases, it is
much more conservative than the nearly comparisonwise FLSD and FBLSD rules.
4.4 The k-Ratio Additive Loss Model.
The k-ratio approach finds the Bayes rule decision functionj for the joint
problem with respect to a specific additive loss model for the component68
problems.
First, the loss Li for the joint problem is defined to be the sum of the losses
for the component problems. In terms of the joint decision D = (D(1), ,
D(m)), the joint loss may be written
L (D; E7 Li(D(/);
= 1
Second, the loss function L for any component problem is further assumed
to be the sum of losses for the corresponding left- and right-tail subcomponent
problems. The sum is defined in terms of the type-1 loss functions LL and LR
( 9 )
and the type-2 loss functions L
0 0
L and LR for these subcomponent problems,
exactly as in Chapter 3 Section 4 equation (17). Each component loss function L1,
1 = 1, ., m,in equation (9) is defined to have this identical form L.
Under this component loss model, the Additive Losses Result of Chapter 3
Section 4 yields the Bayes rule for the component problem.This component
Bayes rule is simply the intersection of the subcomponent Bayes rules provided
the left-tail Bayes rule decision functionL has decision regions
0
L and 71 L and
the right-tail Bayes rule decision functionR has decision regions h R and r
0
such that r? L n R. R is the empty set. As we shall see, this will be the case for
the one- and two-way array MCM problems.
Furthermore, under the joint loss model (9), the Additive Losses Result also
yields the Bayes rule for the joint problem. The joint Bayes rule is simply the
intersection of each of the component Bayes rules.Specifically, the joint decision
(D(1), ,D(in)) is Bayes provided for 1 = 1,..., m,the component decision D(l)
is component Bayes.69
Because any component Bayes decision functionis defined in terms of the
corresponding left- and right-tail subcomponent Bayes decision functionsL and
R, the determination of these subcomponent functions issufficient for
determining the joint Bayes decision function 0 3.
Curiously, Duncan (1955 p 17-18), developed his multiple range rule, in part
from his belief in the appropriateness of the Additive Losses Resultas applied
across all in differences. He failed at that time to formally adopt the model,
however, because it didn't lead to a sensible non-Bayesian solution (cf Duncan,
1988.ii p 91).
As in Chapter 3, the loss incurred at the sub-component level is assumed
linear. The definition of the linear loss function LL for the left-tailed test of HL:
6i3 > 0 versus AL:
Si.7< 0 is
where
LL(OL;
Sig) =DoLD. LoL(5ij)+ IgoLDLD.LL(46i.i),
6. > 0
SiiSid < 0
k 15i,
Sid> 0
0,
Si7< 0
(10)
Similarly, the definition of the linear loss function LR for the right-tailed test of
HR: Sii < 0versus AR: Sig > 0 is70
LI(¢R; i([01?DoR]) LOR(6 I({0RDR)) L+R(8
where
3
LR(a1..)=
0
ij,
Sii < Sii < 0
LR(Sii)=
0, Sij > 0
In equations (10) and (11),cbLand OR are defined exactly as in Chapter 3
equations (11) and (12).
Recall from Chapter 3 that the slopes k0 and k1are pre-specified, k0 always
being specified much smaller than k1. Whereas the Neyman-Pearson tests depend
on a, the k-ratio test depends on the type-1 to type-2 error seriousness ratio k.
4.5 The k-Ratio Bayes Rule.
In this section, we give the k-ratio Bayes rule for the component problem
(1). To obtain it, we focus primarilyon giving the Bayes test for the right-tailed
subcomponent problem for testing HR: Sii< 0 versus AR: Sii> 0 defined by (5)-
(7) and (11). By symmetry, the Bayes test for the left-tailed problem is easily
given. The two tests combine to give the component Bayes rule. The component
Bayes rules intersect to give the Bayes rule for the joint problem.
Denote by f( Ii) the data density of x givenµ defined in (6) and denote by
j(x; y) the joint density PI I µ)p(it) ofx and y, where p(p) is the model-II prior
density:
piNID(it0,a/22) for i= 1, ,n. (12)
Because the population means pi, ,1iare given independent and71
identical distribution in their prior, we say they are exchangeable.Prior
exchangeability is adopted because its symmetry reflects our a priori opinion. For
example, it is felt that for all i and j from 1, ,n, /Li < pi is believed equally as
plausible as in < pi, in the absence of data.
Whereas the parameter a--
9of (6) is called the error variance component or
error mean square, the parameter a2 of (12) is called the treatment variance
component.
4.5.1The Known variances Solution.
Assume the error
variance component u2
density of Si.) =µi
difference d =yiyi.
and (12), this posterior
mean square o-2 is known (i.e., f = oo) and the treatment
is known. Finally, denote by ir(biidid) the posterior
given x which depends on x only through the observed
It can be shown that under the model assumptions (6)
density is
Sii N(Sdij,Sa-d2),
9 where a- = 2o-2/r
'the variance of= yi,
E
and where (ro.20.2)/0.2 S =1 I where
(to p fI/
(13)
Note (I) equals the ratio of the expected mean square between treatments,
E(MST) = 7Y7-
9+ a2,
e 2, to the expectedmean square for error, E(MSE) = o-2. Thus
it
we appropriately call (I> the true between treatments F-ratio. The posterior mean
for the difference Sid is the sample differencedidmultiplied by a shrinkage factor
S. The shrinkage is negligible when the true F-ratio (I) is large, but substantial
when (I) is near 1.This shrinkage is intuitively reasonable becausea true F-ratio72
of 1 (i.e., (I) = 1) indicates that all differences {Sid} are 0 and thus our best
estimate for any one difference is not its sample difference, but instead 0.
4.5.1.1: A posterior test for HR. A test of the hypothesis HR:Si.7 < 0 may
be performed using the posterior (13) for Sid. Standardize Sid;i.e., subtract it
from its posterior mean and then divide this by its posterior standard deviation.
Then, in this standardized quantity, call it t, set Sij = 0. The resulting test
statistic t = .tip, where tii = dii/o-d, could be compared to a Student-t critical
value t,(f), where f = co. The posterior test is therefore
tip> td(P),
where td(D) = tdoo)/.13.
For example, given a = .05, we reject HR iftip >1.645/Vg.
The ordinary least squares (Gauss-Markov) test statistic for testing HR,
given a2 known, is tip. The Neyman-Pearson a-level one-tailed test rejects HR if
tipis greater than the limiting one-tailed Student critical value, i.e., the standard
normal critical value tdoo). The value tdoo) does not adapt to the information
in the true F-ratio, but our posterior test's criticaltipvalue ta(4)) does. The
posterior critical value is negligibly different from ta(oo) when the true F-ratio is
large, but is substantially larger than tdoo) when the true F-ratio isnear 1. This
adaptivity is intuitively reasonable because a true F-ratio of 1 indicates that all
differences are 0 and thus we should take extreme precaution beforewe declare
any one difference to be significantly different from 0.
(14)73
.4.5.1.2: The k-ratio test for HR. Our posterior test is not a Bayes rule and
as such is not the k-ratio test for HR.This is, of course, because it does not
consider measure for loss. The way its critical values adapts to the F-ratio,
however, is identical to the way the k-ratio critical values adapt. In fact, the k-
ratio model (5)-(7) and (12), with its assumption of additive linear losses (10)-(11)
for the differences gives rise to a right-tailed Bayes test identical toour posterior
test (14) except that tc,(0o) is replaced by a different critical t value zk. The k-
ratio Bayes test critical region T.? R may be written
where
and
1-?R= {x: tij> tk((D)},
tk((I))=zk/Vg,
zk satisfies the equation 111(zk)/M(zk) = k,
= g(z) + zG(z),
g(.) and G(.) are the probability and cumulative distribution
functions of a standard Normal random variable.
(15)
The steps in deriving (15) are quite similar to equations (28)-(30) of Chapter 3.
(For complete derivation, see Duncan 1988.0.
Given k = 100, the known variances k-ratio critical valuezk = 1.72, a value
larger than the one-tailed .05-level Student critical value t05(oo)= 1.645, but
smaller than the two-tailed .05-level Student critical value t095(oo)= 1.960.
By symmetry, it can be shown for the left-tailed subcomponent problem of
testing HL: (5' > 0 versus AL: (5- < 0 that the Bayes rule critical region II Lmay
be written74
L= ti j <t00) }. (16)
The Bayes rule decision regions for the subcomponent problems are such
that 7? Li1RR is the empty set, provided k > 1, because in this case zk is
positive and therefore so is tk(4)). Hence, the Additive Losses Result (Chapter 3
Section 4) says the Bayes rule for the component problem (1) is simply to decide
D(i, j),if tii <tk(4)),
D0(i, j),if I ti j< tk(c1)), or
D + (i, j),if tii > tk(4).
(17)
The joint rule is the intersection of the ijth component rules, i, j= 1, ,
n. The joint rule does not allow inconsistent decisions, such as those listed at the
end of Section 4.1.2. This is apparent because for k > 1, R L n R R is the empty
set.
4.5.2The Unknown-variances or Studentized Solution.
The unknown-variances or studentized k-ratio solution to the component
problem involves defining prior density p() to the extended parameter vector
0 = a2, a2), extended from its original definition in (7) by theaddition of
Y
of p
9 o and The prior measure assigned to B extends (12) by giving to the
9 9 variance components
itand a- and the location parameter ito the Jeffreys
indifference priors based on the model-II assumptions (6) and (12). Assuming
these parameters are a priori independent, the Jeffreys priorsarep(tio) =1
1
P(a-9 ) a
2> 0p(v2) 2a2
(c7) o A A
E A
where or2 = rat
9= between treatments expected mean square
A
so that p(9_) = p(p)p(tio)P(0-,2)P(aP.
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(18)
For derivation, see Box and Tiao Chapter 5 p 252. These priorswere first used by
Tiao and Chan (1965).
By using indifference priors for the variance components,we are letting the
data estimate the variances without prior influence. In thissense, our solution is
Bayes empirical Bayes; it studentizes the subcomponent known-variances
solutions (15) and (16). The Bayes empirical Bayes approach takescare of the
serious problem with the empirical Bayes approach (Duncan 1961), which suffers
in that it gives meaningless results when F < 1.
The prior (18) for the means and the invariant loss structure (10) and (11)
for every component problem reflect a symmetry between component problems
that is in concordance with the objectives that seem to underlie the non-DB rules.
The non-DB rules discussed give to the lth component problema decision function
having the same form for all 1 = 1,..., m.We surmise that invariant forms for
the decision functions are recommended not just for convenience, but also because
they often reflect the researcher's objective, which must be to place equal
emphasis on each of the component problems. In thesame way, the symmetry in
the k-ratio modeling of prior and loss places equal emphasison each component,
giving rise to a component decision function having thesame form for all 1.It can be shown that the studentized critical region 71 R for the ijth right-
tailed subcomponent problem is
fLR(Si )7r(e_ I 1)d9 fsi j j(9; x)d2
0 RR x:[ o :6<0]
+ >1 = [2:6>O]
> fLR(Sii)r(e I x)d9 f
ISijI j(e; x)d0
[0: 6 < 0] + [B: 6 < 0]
where 7 and j denote posterior and joint densities.
The critical region simplifies to
f
R=
F
x:FfQ f(v)111(z h)dv
f(v)111(z h)dv
0 >k
0
{ti j: tii > tk(n, f ,F)},
where tij = dii/s, the Studentized t statistic for the sample
difference dZ.i = y 3.1
f() = the density of the F distribution with 1 numerator andr 1
denominator d.o.f.,
St
z --= S =1vF'Q
vf
h'
and where111(zis as defined in Chapter 3 equation (36).
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(19)
(20)
(21)
The variable v can be thought of as the ratio ofan observed F-ratio to the true
F-ratio for between treatments so that S is interpretedas one minus one over the77
true F-ratio.
We can write 11in the form (20) because the ratio of integrals in (19) is a
monotone increasing function in tip. The quantity tk(n, f,F) is the critical tii
value which depends on the specified type-1 to type-2 error seriousness ratio k, the
number of means n, the error degrees of freedom f, and the observed F-ratio F.
This quantity tk(n, f, F) must be computed iteratively from equation (19).
For complete derivation of (19)-(21), see Duncan, 1988.i.
By symmetry, it can be shown for the left-tailed subcomponent problem of
testing HL: Sij > 0 versusAL:Si.7 < 0 that the studentized Bayes rule critical
region may be written
IZL=tii <tk(n, f,F)}. (22)
The Bayes rule decision regions (20) and (22) for the subcomponent
problems are such that /? L nR is the empty set, provided k> 1, because in
this case tk(n, f,F) is positive. Hence, the Additive Losses Result (Chapter 3
Section 4) says the Bayes rule for the i jth component problem (1) is simply
D(i, j),iftip <tk(n, f,F),
Do(i, j),if Itip< tk(n, f,F), or (23)
D + (i, j),if tii > tk(n, f,F).
Figures 7 and 8 show the decision regions givenn = 3, f = oo, and k = 100
of the studentized k-ratio component rule (23) in C2space. The component
decision boundaries in Figure 7c for themean pair (1,2) are formed from the left-10
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and right-tail sub-component boundaries depicted in Figures 7a and 7b.In other
words, the component decision region is formed from the intersection of the
corresponding left- and right-tail subcomponent decision regions. The decision
boundaries for the joint problem shown in Figure 8d are further formed from the
component boundaries depicted in Figures 8a-c.
As we see in Figure 7a, the critical t12 value for declaring 612 > 0 increases
as the observed F-ratio, equal to F = -Yt + q) decreases, i.e., as the strength of
the evidence supporting Ho: tin increases. This critical t12 value,
continuing to drop as F increases, falls below t095(oo)= 1.96 as F rises above 4.66
and as F tends to infinity, asymptotes to 1.72.
Figure 9 compares joint decision regions of the k-ratio approach (the solid
lines) to those of of the t-test (the dashed lines). Notice the null decision region
Rt of the t-test, the regular hexagon in the center, is the within thenull decision
region of the k-ratio approach, the larger "curved" hexagon in the center. This
happens because the center of the plot is at which the F-ratio is smallest.
The typical way in which tk(n, f,F) depends on F is shown in Figure 10, for
the cases when 71 = 3 and 11 = 10 means with k= 100 and f = oo. The value of
t100(n, °°,increases as F increases, rapidly accelerating as F falls belowone.
Also shown are the critical t values for Fisher's FBLSD test, t025(oo) and
t.025/rn(0c)' where m = 3 and 45 for n= 3 and 10. The similarity in the two tests
indicate the k-ratio rule could be considereda continuous version of the FBLSD
test.2'FIGURE 10
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4.6k-Ratio Interval Estimates.
The k-ratio rule (23) smoothly adapts to the outcome of the F-ratio, which
makes straightforward the inversion from testing rule to interval estimation
procedure. For a given true difference Sip the interval estimate in the known-
variances case is
SdijzkOo-d2
9 Notice this interval estimate has half-width IS a-
d
,which shortens as the true F-
ratio (J) decreases. This is a surprising result because as 4) decreases, the critical
tij value tk(4)) = zki V,57 for the component rule (15) increases. The half-width
and critical tij value are inversely related, which is opposite their relationship
with respect to the t-test.
However, the inverse relationship is intuitively reasonable. Given 4) is
small, say close to 1, the means are near to being equal. This enables the k-ratio
approach to borrow information from other means in the estimation ofa
particular mean. In this case, the estimate of any difference between twomeans
utilizes much more information than just the sample difference and therefore has
a much smaller variance. This decrease in variance is reflected by a considerable
reduction in the interval half-width, because, in this case, V7S is close to 0.
For detail about the derivation of the known-variances and studentized
interval estimates, see Dixon and Duncan (1975)or Duncan (1988.i).84
4.7Support for the k-Ratio Model.
4.7.1Support for the Prior Exchangeability of Means.
We have, in addition to our intuition about homogeneous outcomes, the
James-Stein paradox (James-Stein, 1961) to indicate to us that the usualnon-
Bayesian t test is not best. The paradox states that threeor more uncorrelated,
normally distributed constant-variance samplemeans are inadmissable, with
respect to additive squared-error loss, for estimating their respective truemeans.
The sample cell means are inadmissable because other sets of estimators have
uniformly smaller risk. Each of these sets make use not only of the samplemean
for estimating a true mean, but of surprisingly relevant extra information
available in the sample means for the remaining truemeans. The remaining
sample means are relevant because although the samplemeans are uncorrelated,
the true means undoubtedly are to some degree however smallor large
exchangeable and therefore related. As Lindley (1972 §12.3p 69) remarks, "some
form of exchangeability assumption is needed."
Knowledge that the true means are exchangeable is information independent
of the likelihood, and therefore can be modeled onlyprior measure. Therefore,
prior measure, we see, is essential for optimal estimation. Modeling truemeans as
exchangeable will result in a true mean estimator that shrinksor regresses its
corresponding sample mean toward the average of all the samplemeans.
If the degree of exchangeability is negligible, however, then the degree of
inadmissability of the sample means is also negligible; in thiscase, the addition of
prior measure for exchangeability does not giveus estimators that appreciably
improve upon the sample means. For example, the samplemeans it seems are85
quite reasonable estimators of the true mean weights for apples in Washington,
oranges in Florida, and pears in California.
The sample means, however, may not be the best estimators for the true
mean yields for 3 plant varieties generated from the same plant breeding
technique.If the technique generates varieties with the samemean yield, the best
estimator for the mean yield of any one variety is theaverage of all three sample
means.
A common prior model that assumes complete exchangeability fora one-
way array of true means is the model-II prior (12). Under model-II, the true
means are in the prior assumed independent and normal with common mean and
variance, and hence are completely exchangeable.
Sample means for true means perceived completely exchangeablea priori
should exhibit little structure. They should not clump, but spread in accordance
with some normal distribution. Sample means that do clump indicate unantici-
pated structure in the means and thereby invalidate theone-way model-II
approach to these means. An example in whichwe would expect clumping of
means is a treatments versus controls experiment: we often expect one clump for
treatments and one clump for controls in these experiments. The natural prior for
these means is to assume exchangeabilityamong the treatments and
exchangeability among the controls. This priorwas adopted by Brandt, Duncan,
and Dixon (1992) in their development of the treatmentsversus control k-ratio
rule.
At this time, we feel that modifying the priora posteriori to accomodate
unanticipated clumping can be justified. Two argumentscan be made. First, the86
basic tenet that can be agreed upon as prior knowledge is that the truemeans are
exchangeable in some fashion; this is firmly grounded in the interpretation above
of the paradox of James-Stein.The most objective of procedures would allow the
data to tell us in just what fashion is the exchangeability presenting itself, and to
what degree.
Second, one can argue that just as the likelihood is remodified basedon
goodness of fit, the same allowance should be made for the posterior, through the
modification of the prior. For example, in regression, a model of linear trend in
data is commonly compared to the fuller model of quadratic trend; if the former
does not exhibit goodness of fit, the latter is adopted.In the same way,
modification of the prior so that it exhibits goodness of fit allows the posterior to
reflect the likelihood through a more appropriate normalization basedon the data.
In the words of the Bayesian paradigm, this modification allows the posterior of
today to more accurately represent the prior of tomorrow.
4.7.2Support for the Additive Loss Model and for Linear Losses in Testing.
James-Stein support the use of additive losses when they adopt additive
squared loss for their estimation problem. They adopt it, without justification.
Presumably, they feel that for their problem the additive losses assumption isso
natural, they have no inclination to rigorously justify itsuse. This supports the
use of additive losses in our problem, because it is so similar to theirs.
Linear loss for testingthe assumption made in (10)-(11)has been
imposed before; for instance, see Colton (1963) and Grundy, Healy, and Rees
(1956). As we stated in Chapter 3 Section 5, using linear losses in testing is87
attractive because it is equivalent to using quadratic losses in interval and point
estimation (Dixon 1976).
4.7.3Support for a Comparisonwise Approach.
Many in recent years have clamored for a comparisonwise approach to
MCM:
O'Brien, 1983, Biometrics 39, 787-794
... arguments may be made against multiple-comparison procedures...one may
legitimately prefer to control the per-comparison error rate rather than theper-
experiment error rate.If concern exists that too many comparisons will be
declared falsely significant, a solution is to make each comparison ata higher
level of significance.
Rothman, 1990, Epidemiology, 1, 43-46
"No Adjustments are Needed for Multiple Comparisons."
Canner and Walker, 1982, Agronomy Journal, 74, 122-124
If the entire experiment was not the conceptual unit of interest,...but was used
instead as an efficient tool of statistical design...,then the concept of
experimentwise or familywise error rate was of importance only in the
Wonderful World of Statistical Theory and should not be applied to real world
problems where the individual comparisonsare the units of concern and
importance.
The Bayesian decision-theoretic k-ratio rule (23) givesa precise argument
for a comparisonwise approach if the model of additive losses (9) for the
component problems is admitted to be intrinsic to the joint inference involved.
As we have previously mentioned, the k-ratio approach is comparisonwise in that
in the joint Bayes rule, the component decisions do not dependon m except
through the sizes of the in differences.88
This decision-theoretic argument for a comparisonswise approach is more
compelling, it seems, than either appealing, as some non-Bayesians do, to the
likelihood principle, or declaring, as some non-decision-theoretic Bayesians do,
that inference must be based solely on the posterior. Personally, we believe
Rothman and O'Brien's strong feelings for a comparisonwise rather than an
experimentwise approach are prompted by their implied appreciation of the
appropriateness of additivity of the losses.
When exchangeability, in addition to additivity of the losses, is admitted to
be an intrinsic prior assumption on the means, the Bayesian decision-theoretic (k-
ratio) rule appears to avoid all of the difficulties associated with the non-DB rules:
the difficulty of the comparisonwise ULSD rule with the homogeneous-outcomes
intuition, the difficulty of the experimentwise rules with the heterogeneous-
outcomes intuition, the violation by the experimentwise rules of the likelihood
principle, and the difficulty of the adaptive rules with the inversion from testing
rule to interval estimation procedure.Chapter 5
THE TWO-WAY ARRAY MCM PROBLEM
5.1Introduction.
5.1.1Review.
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For a two-way array, many contrasts between the true cell means P12,
,flab can be of interestpairwise differences among the , P217
levels within each main effect or those among the individual cellmeans, to name
just two. We shall focus on the pairwise differences between two levels ofone
factor at a fixed level of the other factor, i.e., on contrasts of the form 6.
11z2,1
iti9j or Si = iii9j.In this case, the MCM joint problem is to
consider each of the in = b2) contrasts of this form, collected in the
designated set S, as a separate three-decision component problem. For the
difference Sij, one of three decisions is made:
1 '2,
D j): < 0,
D (i1,i9; j):
1119 ./unranked with respect to 0, or
D (il, i2; 0.
In the language of significance testing, these three decisions (1)are expressed as
D (i1,i9; j):diii9significantly less than 0,
D (i1, i9; j): not significant different from 0, and
D (i1,i9; j):dilisignificantly greater than 0,
(1)90
where d is the usual non-DB (Gauss-Markov) estimator of;
1119'd .1'2"
In of this thesis, the Gauss estimator d o is the observed
1122,3 2122',
difference between the sample means y.. and y1..
23 /1113
for the true means and
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pi2i because these sample means are assumed to have common variance, to be
independent and normally distributed, and to be averages of r independent and
identically distributed (iid) replicate observations. With normality assumed,
dili2,i is also, of course, the maximum likelihood estimator of Sili2,j.
5.1.1.1: The k-ratio rule. The extension of k-ratio approach to the two-way
array is straightforward. Just as levels for the one-way array are given the model-
II prior of exchangeable and normal prior distribution, the levels within each of
the three groups of the two-way array are given the model-II prior. This
introduces three between treatment variance components in addition to theerror
variance component between sample cell means; each is given the truncated
Jeffreys indifference prior based on the model-II prior. The additive losses model
is again deemed appropriate between component problems and withina
component problem's left- and right-tailed subcomponent problemsas defined in
Chapter 4 equation (9) and in Chapter 3 equation (17). Therefore, by the
Additive Losses Result (Chapter 3 Section 4), the joint Bayes rule gives to each
component problem those critical values given by the component Bayes rule; in
turn, the component Bayes rule gives to each subcomponent problem those
critical values given by the left-and right-tail subcomponent Bayes rules. Thus,as
in Chapter 4, the determination of these subcomponent Bayes rules is sufficient
for determining the joint Bayes rule.91
5.1.1.2: Non-DB rules. The wide disparity in the non-DB rules for
unstructured means (i.e., a one-way array) has probably curtailed their extension
to means with structure. These rules do not extend easily in any case because
they are not based on structure.
The non-DB rules that have been proposed for the two-way array involvea
budgeting or spending of the experimentwise type-1 error rate a (cf Kurtz, Link,
Tukey, and Wallace 1965; Miller 1966 pp 56-58, and Neter, Wasserman, and
Kutner 1985 p 725-9). None of these budgeting suggestions take advantage, in
any sort of integral way, of mean structure. They all depend predominately on
the multiplicity involved in the joint problem, as expressed by the rank of the
space spanned by S or by the number m of differences in S. Based on the amount
of multiplicity, a conservative adjustment to each difference's P-value is made;as
multiplicity is increased, P-values are increased without any adaptation to the
structural features in the array. Without adaptation, this strategy, when applied
to an array having a high degree of multiplicity, will sacrifice an inordinate
amount of power, and in so doing, skew the balance between comparisonwise type-
1 and type-2 error levels well beyond any sort of reasonable objective the
experimenter may have had.
5.1.2Families for the Means.
The root of the uncertainty as to how to extend experimentwiseor non-DB
approaches to means with structure seems to center around the question of how to
specify the family of means within which homogeneous outcomes should be of
concern. Many experimentwise advocates recommend that the family of
comparisons be those from the "individual experiment ofa single researcher"92
(Miller 1966 p 34, italics are his), in other words, the set S inour notation. This
definition, although convenient, has limitations because it does not consider
structure in the formation of families. Families are more naturally defined, it
seems, by groups of related but unstructured means, because it is within these
groups that homogeneous outcomes are of concern. As such, a two-way array for
example has three families, a family of levels within each of the two main effects
and a family of levels within the interaction effect.
Fisher echoes the same sentiments in defining families in thisway in the
paragraph in which he recommends the FBLSD rule for theone-way array. Recall
(Chapter 4 Section 3), the FBLSD rule makes the Bonferroni adjustment to the
P-value required from t-tests, upon being faced withan insignificant F-ratio, but
otherwise, makes no such adjustment. In the paragraph, he recommends basing
the Bonferroni adjustment on the number of difference "that would have been
from the start equally plausible."Clearly, this number is not necessarily the
number of differences in S. Rather, one could interpret Fisher's "equally
plausible" differences as those coming from a set ofmeans, /21, ,yr, say, such
that for each i and j from 1,..., n,ij, fci <is believed equally as plausible as
> itj, in the absence of data. In other words, these differences could be
interpreted as differences coming from a set of exchangeablemeans (as in Chapter
4, Section 4).
Exchangeable means, by prior definition,are those for which homogeneity is
considered tenable. Therefore, it seems reasonable to definea family of means as
those deemed a priori exchangeable. The k-ratio approach is to define the family
in this way (Duncan 1990), and so the approach differs in principle from the
experimentwise approach because the recommended definition from itsproponents93
is to define the family to be all m differences included within the experiment.
5.1.3Notation and Likelihood Model.
We shall use lexicographic order first to identify the mean pairs for factor A
at a fixed level of factor B, and then second to identify the mean pairs for factor
B at a fixed level of factor A. E.g., if a = 3 and b= 2, we use the order (1,2; 1),
(1,3; 1), (2,3; 1), (1,2; 2), (1,3; 2), (2,3; 2), (1; 1,2), (2; 1,2), (3; 1,2).
We shall identify the lth component problem as that problem in whichwe
compare /Ili with 119i where (1,2; j) is the lth pair in the lexicographic ordering of
the indices. The pair (1,2; j) and ordering number 1 will be used interchangeably;
for instance the decision D (1,2; j)D (1) and the hypothesis HR(1,2;
HR(/).
The data: For the balanced two-way MCM problem, let the sufficient data
be denoted by
= [Y;32]
[Y11, Y12, Y lb, Y91, Y92, Yal, Y ab;
whererepresents the ijth sample cell mean, i = 1, ,a, j = 1,. . .,
b, each obtained from r independent and identically distributed (id)
replicate observations,
ands-
9represents an estimate of the replicate variance a2.
(2)
The data densities or likelihood: Let the data densitiesor likelihood for the
parameters be denoted by94
yijN/D(itij, s2) i = 1,..., a,j =1,...,b,
and 82x22/f
f independently,
itij = 0 ++ Oj + where
9 9-/r,
1f E
f = ab(r1),
and NI D(a,b) and x2 distributions are defined as in Chapter 3 Section 1.2.
f
The sample, parameter, and decision spaces: Let
where
the sample space for x be denoted by %,
the parameter space for the parameter point
= [0, a, 0,o-21 be denoted by
Y
-Q= =[al, ,(la],
(3)
(4)
0 [01, Obl, 7 = [711, 7abb
and the decision space for the decisions is denoted by 9),
=D = (D(1), D(2),...,D(m)):
D(l) E g(/), for 1 = 1,2,... , m, m =iab(a +b2) },
where 9)(0 = (1), D (1), D (l) }.95
5.2 The k-Ratio Additive Loss Model.
The k-ratio approach finds the Bayes rule decision function Zbfor the joint
problem with respect to a specific additive loss model for the component
problems.
First, the loss Li for the joint problem is defined to be the sum of the losses
for the component problems. In terms of the joint decision D= (D(1)
D(m)), the joint loss may be written
777
L3(D;e)= ELi(D(/); ej.
1 =1
(5)
Second, the loss function L for any component problem is further assumed
to be the sum of losses for the corresponding left- and right-tail subcomponent
problems. The sum is defined in terms of the type-1 loss functions LL and LR
and the type-2 loss functions L0
0
L and LR for these subcomponent problems,
exactly as in Chapter 3 Section 4 equation (17). Each component loss function LI,
1=1,, inin equation (5) is defined to have this identical form L.
As in Chapters 3 and 4, the loss incurred at the sub-component level is
assumed linear. The definition of the linear loss function LL for the left-tailed test
of HL: versus AL: S<0= p is 12, j 12, ,12, j 1323,
LL(OL; 612, j)=
/([0L
DL])
LoL(812, /([0.LDL]) L_L(612,
where
LL(si,=
0 3
612, j
12, j612, j < °
Lyn, j)=
{k1612 j,612, j ?- °
0, 612< °
(6)Similarly, the definition of the linear loss function LR for the right-tailed
test of HR: 6 versusAR: 12, j< 0 612, j> 0 is
LR(oR; 812, j) =g[oR
DR]) 4R(812, DR]) +R(812,
where
L0R(812,j)
k0812,
812, j
812, j > °
R(L6.19 +I.',
1k16 8_ 12, j 0_
0, 812° 13
In equations (6) and (7), the functions OL and OR are definedas in Chapter 3
equations (11) and (12).
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(7)
Recall the slopes ko and ki are prespecified, ko always being specified much
smaller than k1. Whereas the Neyman-Pearson tests dependon a, the k-ratio test
depends on the type-1 to type-2 error seriousness ratio k.
5.3 The k-Ratio Bayes Rule.
In this section, we give the k-ratio Bayes rule for the component problem
(1) for the difference 612,To obtain this rule, we focus primarily on giving the
Bayes test for the right-tailed subcomponent problem of testing HR: 812,j
versus AR: 812, > 0 defined by (2)-(4) and (7). By symmetry, the Bayes test for
the left-tailed problem is easily given. The two tests combine to give the
component Bayes rule. The component Bayes rules intersect to give the Bayes
rule for the joint problem.
Denote by f (x 10) the data density of x given 0 defined in (3) and denote bye) the joint density f(Ile)p(0) of x and 0, where p(0) is the model-II prior
density
9N(cp, cro2)a.
1)(0.)= P(8)13(2)P(0)P(-Y)
N I D(0, ,e) N I D(0, (72) NID(0,
97
(8)
This model (8) is the common model for a two-way variance components analysis.
By adopting this model-II prior, we assume the a's, a's, and -y's form separate,
exchangeable groups.
Whereas the parameter a-
9of (3) is called the error mean square or variance
E
9 9 component, the parameter a9 -, a-,and a- of (8) are called the treatment variance a 7
components.
5.3.1The Known-variances Solution.
Assume the error mean square o-2is known (i.e., f = oo) and the treatment
variance components a2, o-2, and o-2 are also known. Finally, denote by
74612,j I)the posterior density of 619jgiven x.In Section 5.4, we show that
under the model-II assumptions (3) and (8), this posterior density has the
distribution
812 j I 1V(S Adi2.+ S cdc, l(SA+ (b1)SOad2),
where
and where d
9 9 = 2a2 the variance o f d i2,i,
1(
b
=-601.Y9. ),yi. = E i = 1,2,
= 1
a sample contrast in the main A effect a space,
(9)98
-{ 16((Y11+Y12 ++Y1,j- 1 +Y1,j+ 1 ++Yl,b- 1 -(b- 1)Y1j)-
(Y21 + Y22 ++J2 j1 +j1 + + Y2,6-1- (b j))
a sample contrast in the interaction C effect 7 space,
implying(119, = d19dc (10)
and where Si = 11/(Di,where 1)i = a-.2/a-2,for i = A, C,
2 2 where = bra--
9+ ra-
9+ a-
9
C and a = ra +2
A a 7
Note (DA and (Dc are the ratios of the expectedmean squares for the main A and
interaction C effects to the expected mean square forerror. Thus Di is the true
F-ratio for effect i, i.e., the F-ratio when the variance components a-2 a2 a2 and , , ,
a2are known.
7
The posterior mean for the difference 512,i is thesum of the main A effect
sample difference dp.multiplied by main A effect shrinkage factor SA, and the
interaction C effect sample difference dc multiplied by the interaction shrinkage
factor Sc. Notice the shrinkage effect of Si is negligible when thetrue F-ratio (Di
is large, but substantial when (Di is near 1.
The shrinkage for (1)c is intuitively reasonable at its extremes. As (1)c
approaches its largest possible value, (DA, the posteriormean approaches SAdizi,
and thus our best estimate of 81is the sample difference d12,1 multiplied by
the shrinkage factor SA= Sc. On the other hand, asC approaches 1, the
posterior mean approaches SAd19 and thusour best estimate of 812i is not d12,
multiplied by a shrinkage factor, but instead dp.multiplied bya shrinkage factor.99
These estimators of 519jat the extremes of ,Dc reflect the commonplace
strategy of the researcher.If the researcher's data indicate significant interaction
between the factors, then he usually makes 612 j-type comparisons; if his two-way
data do not indicate significant interaction, he usually pools the interactionsums
of squares with the error sums of squares and concentrateson marginal
comparisons, such as 612. =-61(iti/12.), where pi. = E He does this in
j 1
the latter case because lie knows that for any j, the best estimate of the 612,j-
comparison is the estimate of the 819 .-comparison. The posteriormean of 612, j
for the two extreme values 1 and (DA of (Dcagrees with this common strategy of
the researcher, but it also provides for the 612, j-comparisonsa continuum of inter-
mediate estimates between the two extremes.
5.3.1.1: A posterior test for HR. A test of the hypothesis HR: 612,j< °
may be performed using the posterior (9) for 819, j. The way in which the
posterior test's critical values adapt to changes in (A and IDc is the same way in
which the k-ratio critical values adapt. More importantly, the adaptationagrees
with intuition.
The recipe for the posterior test isas follows. First, standardize 612, j with
respect to its posterior distribution (10);i.e., subtract it from its posterior mean
and then divide this by its posterior standard deviation. Then, in this
standardized quantity, call it t, set 612,i= 0. To testHR,compare the resulting
statistic
(1(A(b1)S c)ad2 t(S. Ad12S CdC) I 5'
to the limiting one-tailed Student critical value, i.e., the standard normal critical
value tdoo), where f = oo, of course, because (7,2 is known. (We persist in100
denoting the normal deviate (11) by t and not the usual z to be consistent when
going to Studentized case). In other words, the posterior test is
t > tdoo). (12)
That is, the hypothesisHRis rejected ift > tdoo).For example, given a = .05,
the hypothesisHRis rejected ift > 1.645.
As in the last sub-section, consider the two extreme values 1 and (DA of the
interaction true F-ratio I. If (Dc = 1, the test (12) becomes
where
with
t 19.>tVVSAI
=a1i,1, the standardized d12.,
9 9= 01b, the variance ofd12..
19
If (Dc=(DA, then Sc=SA, and because d12,= dn.dc, the test (12) becomes
where
with
t12, j>to(pc))/VSAI
t
12=2'j the standardizedd12 i j'
9 9
= (7'-'the variance of d19j. 12,id '
(13)
(14)
The tests (13) and (14) agree with the researcher's strategy, but additionally
modify the usual critical t19,value tdoo) from the Studentttest by dividing it
by the square root of a shrinkage factor. Recall the ordinary leastsquares test
statistic for testingHR,given a-
9
known, ist12j,and the Neyman-Pearson one-101
tailed a-level test is Student's t test with f= oo. The t test rejects HR if
t12, j> ta(oo).If interaction was insignificant, the researcher would instead make
the S12comparison, which rejects HR if t12. > ta(oo).Therefore, the
researcher's strategy is different from tests (13) and (14) only in that the critical
values used do not involve shrinkage factors.
Because it involves shrinkage factors, our posterior test's critical t12,1 value
adapts to the homogeneity information contained in the true F-ratios,4A and 4)c,
whereas the t test does not. The posterior test (12) rejects HR if t12,exceeds a
critical value that is a function of the two true F-ratios (PA and 4)c, the number
of main effect B levels b, and the marginal t statistic t19.:
t.> t(t. (I) (1)b) 12,3cv, 12
This function t. (not to be confused with ta(oo)) is easily determinedonce we
write the t statistic (11) in terms of toi and t12
t = ((S 12+ S CJ)t12,i)/VSA(b 1)Sc.
Solving for t127,the posterior test (12) becomes
t > t( 4) b 12,j 0,t12-, b),
where t,(t19., (DA, 4)C, b)= 1
(15)
)\/S A+ (b l)Sc (SASc)ti2.).
As the interaction true F-ratio (I)c approaches its largest possible value (DA, Sc
approaches its largest possible value SA, and t, becomes independent oft12.. On
the other hand, as (I)c, approaches its smallest possible value 1, Sc approachesits
smallest possible value 0, and to becomes its most dependenton t12.. In fact, t102
is undefined at Sc = 0 because in this extreme case, the posterior test (12)
becomes independent of t1.2,i and so should not be written in terms of t12,j as in
(15), but instead in terms of t12.. In the two extremecases, the way in which to
depends on tr). agrees with the researcher's strategy.
The .05-level critical t12,i value t, for HR may range fromvery much larger
than 1.645, up to infinity in fact, to very much lower than 1.645,even below zero!
Alarming at first, we see a critical t12i value below zero canoccur if interaction
is negligible and t19is significantly large. In this situation, a test for 812. based
on tit would be more appropriate than a test for 812, j based on t12,because a
significantly large t1 .would not only reject the marginal null hypothesis HR(1,2;
): 612.0 for 819., but it would implicitly also reject the null hypotheses
HR _ HR(1,2;j): 612 j< 0, for each j = 1, ,b. ,
To illustrate, a numerical example is given. Suppose 4)c= 1.2, (DA = 5.0,
and b = 3. We haven't much interaction but we do havea substantial main
effect. For these values the posterior test (15) becomes
t12 ,j> t0(t19., 1.2, 5.0, 3) = 6.062.19t12. = 2.19(2.76t12.) (16)
Thus we see if t12. = 2.76, a significantly large value by classical standards, then
the critical tpi value 0. A value of t19. larger than 2.76 would result ina
negative critical t12i value. Now suppose a= 2 (that is, there is only two factor
A levels to compare at any fixed B level j).In this case, the true F-ratio (DA is
just the square of tpTherefore, t12.=0=2.236, which implies to= 1.16, a
very low critical value itself. The combination of a significant t12 and an insignifi-
cant (bc produced the low critical value.103
In our numerical example, we should not expect to reject HRif t12 is
negative. Declaring 819i > 0 is inconceivable given the lack of interaction in this
example, and given a negative t12.. The posterior test supports this
inconceivability; the critical t12i value to = 8.25 for t12=1. We see that if
the sign of to does not match the sign of t19i and if interaction is negligible,
then an enormous critical value is needed to declare 812,j not zero with sign the
same as d12,
However, if t12 jwere indeed as large as 8.25, we shouldn't robotically reject
HR. Sucha large t121 would cast doubt on our a priori exchangeability assum-
ption (8) for the main A effect levels ai or for the interaction effect levels
i = 1, ,a, j = 1, ,b.Recall from (10) that d12i is the sum of the main A
effect contrast d12. and the interaction C effect contrast dc. If thesquare of t12,i
is as large as 8.25, then necessarily d19. or dc is large. Dependingon which, the
large value may very well dwarf all other single degree of freedomsums of squares
in contribution to the main A or interaction F-ratio. This would makeour
exchangeability assumption (8) suspect.
5.3.1.2: The k-ratio test for HR. Our posterior test is not the Bayes rule
and therefore not the k-ratio test for HR because it is not, ofcourse, a function of
our linear measure for loss. As has been mentioned, the way it adapts its critical
values to the F-ratios, however, is the same way in which k-ratio critical values
adapt. In fact, the k-ratio model (2)-(4) and (8), with its assumption of additive
linear losses (6)-(7) for the differences gives rise toa right-tailed Bayes test
identical to the posterior test (15) except that tdco) is replaced bya different
critical t value zk. By analogy to equations (28)-(30) of Chapter 3 and equation
(15) of Chapter 4, the right-tailed k-ratio Bayes test critical region 74 Rist12,j> t k(t ,A, (i)C,b)}
where the function tk =
S kiSA+ (b1)SC(S A SC)t12.),
C
where zk satisfies the equation ill(zk)/M(zk) = k,
111(z), g(z)d- zG(z),
and g(.) and G(.) are the probability and cumulative distribution
functions of a standard Normal random variable.
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(17)
Given k = 100, the known-variances k-ratio critical t valuezk = 1.72, a value
larger than the one-tailed .05-level Student critical value tm5(oo)= 1.645, but
smaller than the two-tailed .05-level Student critical value t025(oo)= 1.960.
By symmetry, the Bayes rule critical region R L for the left-tailed
subcomponent problem of testing HL: 512, > 0versus A512,j < 0 is
L t
12,. <tk(t19 A,'1)4
The minus sign next to h.). appears because the sign ofzk changes when going
from the test of HR to the test of HL.
(18)
The Bayes rule decision regions (17) and (18) for the subcomponent
problems are such that r L n R R is the empty set, provided k> 1.In this case,
the Additive Losses Result (Chapter 3 Section 4)says the Bayes rule for the (1, 2;
j) component problem, as defined by (1), is simply to decide105
D (I, 2; j),if t12,i <tk(t12(I)A, (I)c, b),
D0(1, 2; j), iftk(t19(I)A, 4)c., b) < t12,i < tk(t19,, 4)A, 4)c, b), or(19)
D(1, 2; j),if t12,i > tk(t12., (A, (Dc, b).
An important feature of the rule (19) is its asymmetry. If t12.is positive, the rule
gives a more liberal critical value for concluding D (1, 2; j) than it does for
concluding D_(1, 2; j), and vice versa for t19 ,negative. The rule is symmetric
only when ti9.is zero. For example, given the values (1)c,= 1.2, (DA = 5.0, and
b = 3 as before, the rule for k = 100 becomes
D_(1, 2; j),if t12,i < 2.19t12.6.34,
D0(1, 2; j),if 2.19t12,6.34 < t12,i < 6.34
D(1, 2; j),if tie j> 6.342.19t12..
2.19t12., or (20)
The k-ratio rule, in a sense, learns from the value of t12.. Apparently,no
other rules for MCM problems of structure have this intuitive learning feature.
5.3.2The Unknown-variances or Studentized Solution.
The known-variances solution highlights whatcan be expected from the
unknown-variances or Studentized solution. In the Studentized solution,as
compared to the known-variances solution, theway in which the critical t12, j-
values depend on the F-ratios and marginal t statistic is diluted. The Studentized
solution, of course, has greater practical importance.
If the error variance component 0-2 and the treatment variance components106
A'Y
a2,and cr2 from the model-II prior (8) are unknown, then truncated Jeffreys a
indifference priors are given to them. The Jeffreys priors for these parametersare
calculated from the distributional assumptions (3) and (8). Assuming these
parameters are a priori independent, their Jeffreys priorsare calculated to be
p(a2)=15,a2>0
cr-
9 9 p(0-2) U- > C-
A AC
A
p(0.2) 1_,0.2>a2
C
p(0.2) 19,a20.2,
Ba-BC
B
9 9 9 where = bra 4-ro--
9
+ a-9,a- = aro-2 + T O-- + a2,
7
9 9 9 and a- = ra + a-. C 7
(21)
Notice the Jeffreys priors for the variance componentsare expressed in terms of
99 a2 the reciprocals of the true meansquares a-9 , a-, a-, andin the ANOVA table.
eAB
For derivation see Box and Tiao (1973 Ch 6p 332).
9 Furthermore, 6 is initially given the distribution-- N(t,o,o--).In the course
of the development in Section 5 of the critical region for testing HR: 4512,j< 0, we
shall let o-2-oo which effectively gives toits Jeffreys indifference prior p(0)= 1.
0
Together with (8) and (21), this completely specifies the prior:
1)(_Q) = v()p(f_7-_)= P(o)p(LY)p(0)p(-0P(0-A2)P(0-IPP(ac, )p(cre2),
where 0 = [0, 6 = [0, a, /3, 7], and a_ 0.20.20.2]. (22)
A ' c
By using the indifference priors (21) for the variance components,we are
letting the data estimate these components without prior influence; in thissense,
our solution is Bayes empirical Bayes in that it Studentizes the known-variances107
solution. Also, the indifference expressed for the variance components implies
that a priori it is felt that all values of the F-ratio are equally likely.This may
not accurately reflect prior opinion in practice, it must be admitted, however
these indifference priors have the advantage of being "objective."
Some (cf Aleong 1980, Chaloner 1987 p 325) are not too comfortable with
these indifference priors because they depend on the data in that the replication
number r appears in their formulae. We prefer to view indifference priors notas
priors per sethey are not prior distributions in the proper probability sense
because they do not integrate to 1but rather as indifference factors necessary
for normalizing the likelihood objectively. From this view, it is not difficult to
embrace priors which depend on the data.
From the model (2)-(4), (7)-(8), and (21)-(22), the Bayes rule critical region
711 R for the (1, 2; j) subcomponent problem oftesting HR:12 j0 versus AR:
,-
12,j> 0 is
I i R
+
9 )j(x. 0)de .0(
0 ' 3 > 1= { x :g(x) > kl, (23)
f Ln(619
'3.).0; 0)de
+
where x; 0) = joint distribution of x and 0,
1, = kko (recall),
and 94)
f
[619>
-"fj
619
0]
XI; e)d0
[612,<
6'19
0]
j(I; e)de.108
In the form most palatable for comparing it with non-DB rules, the critical
region 2-? R may be written in terms of a critical value tk for t12,This value tk
is a function of the marginal t statistic, the observed F-ratios, and the degrees of
freedom for each effect and for error:
R =t12,j> tk(t12,FA, F'B, FC, qA, qB, qC, f)},
wheret e Studentizedstatistic for testing 12,3 = 319
d12,3fth Stdtid tttiti ftti612, j,
-=/9/7. the standarderror of d12,.j =
and s
2= the sample standard error mean square.
2 Also,
1
19. .1)-the Studentized t statistic for testing 812.,
where
8 seV2Ibr, the standarderror of dn.,
19
F = observed F-ratio for the ith effect,i = A, B, C,
and(IA = a1,qB = b 1, gc = (a 1)(1) 1),f = ab(r 1).
(24)
The critical region R R may be writtenas in (24) because g(x) of (23) is a
monotone increasing function of titThe function tk in (24) is a diluted version
of the function tk that appears in (17).It can be computed through iterative
evaluation of g(x). A program that does this computation is listed in the
Appendix. The program uses the form for g(x) developed in Section 5.
By symmetry, the Bayes rule critical region 71 L for the left-tailed
subcomponent problem of testing HL: 612 j> 0 versus AL:
, 812,j <isL={x: t12,i <tk(t12, FA,FB, Fc, qA, qB, qc, f)}
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(25)
Provided k > 1which is true by definition because type-1 are always
more serious than type 2 errorsthe Bayes rule decision regions (24) and (25)
for the subcomponent problems are such that 7? L n R R is empty,as in previous
such cases in the earlier chapters. The Additive Losses Result (Chapter 3 Section
4) says the Bayes rule for the (1, 2; j)th component problem,as defined by (1), is
to decide
D _(1, 2; j),if tk(t12,FA, FB, Fc, qA, qB, qc,, f)
D0(1, 2; j),iftk(t12,FAFB, Fc, qA, qB, qc, f) 5 t12,i
(26)
< tk(t12FA, FB, Fc, qA, qB, qc, f), or
D + (1, 2; j),if t12,i > tk(t19., FA, FB, Fc, qA, qB,qc, f).
5.4Derivation of the Known-variances Posterior Distribution 812,z.
Derived in this section will be the posterior distribution (9) of 512,j given
99
' the data x and variance components a9 -, a-, a- and a-9,under the model-II a/3
assumptions (3) and (8). This distribution 619,j I x is not only involved in the
known-variances k-ratio rule, but is also involved in the Studentized rule in that
its density 7-(59r)jappears appears in both the numerator and denominator integrands
of the function g(x) of (23), upon this function's evaluation, which is discussedin
Section 5.
In the known-variances case, the posterior distribution 812, Ij, x may be
written 819
I7/ because from (3), the data density of s2 does not depend on 812 1_, 3
.7110
and 32 is distributed independently of y.
Derivation of 612,i!j will be done in vector and matrix notation. Rewrite
the model-II distributions (3) and (8) in this notation:
N
aN(0, a:Ia)
where
lb
Xa,=
(ab x a)
so that
ffy1b)it = xe x = (x6 xa, xo, x7)
/3 --, N(O, b)
Ar((P, 0'02),
is = an s x 1 vector of ones,
Is = an s x s identity matrix,
lb
0
1
b
X7 = iab,
and
it = icib9 + + x,30 +y.
7 (7.72Iab)
X0=
(ab x b)
I
b
b
b
(27)
Three orthogonal matrices H, H, and Ho will be used in the derivation of
819,J. These matrices are respectively the matrices LT, (10 and U,8 shown in j
Figure 11 after the rows have been normalized. For instance, the firstrow of the
H matrix is la' b/Vab.111
FIGURE 11
Helrnert-like Matrices
U=
(al) x al))
16
lb
1 , 1 ,2,0b3
(b 1)
1,1,06-2
CI)1,(b 1)
16
16 o'b
lb 26
lb lb
1,1,0G_21, 1,4_2
1 ,I,2,01b31,1, 3
(b 1) q_ (b1)
1, 1,01)2 °b
16_ 1,(b 1) WI)
o'b
126
(a 1).lb
1,06 -2
1,1,2,063
(1) 1)
1,1,2,01)31,1,2,011,32, 3
16-1,(b1)16 (1)1) (b 1) ... (a-1)14,1, (a 1)(b 1)
1 1 1 1 1 1
11 0 0 11 0 0
Ua = 1 12 0 1 12 0
(axa) (bxb)
1 1 1 (a1) 1 1 1 (b 1)112
Matrices 11,, and H are simply Helmert matrices as described in Chapter 4
Section 2. Matrix H is a "Helmert-like" matrix; the 1st row represents a
normalized mean, the next a1 rows represent orthonormal main A effect com-
parisons, the next b 1 rows represent orthonormal main B effect comparisons,
and the final (a1)(b1) rows represent orthonormal interaction C effect com-
parisons. The interaction rows are elementwise products of the main effects rows.
The first main A effect row multiplied by the vector y is the marginal
difference d19., after normalization, defined in (9). This row multiplied by the
last main B effect row gives an interaction row which when multiplied byy is the
negative of the interaction contrast dc, after normalization, defined also in (9).
The sum d19. = dl., b. the difference whose posterior distribution is of
interest.Thus, in the calculation of this difference's posterior distribution, the
Helmert matrices will help. The posterior distribution 619
.1ly will depend on j
-1
only through the contrast dc. Without loss of generality,we will derive the
distribution 619, using the particular rows of H just mentioned.
It will help to partition H. and Ho into two parts:
, o 00
Her = H8
Harr H88
For example, row vector Wco equals l'aR/Tt, and (a1) x a matrix 11,,, consists of
the Helmert comparisons as defined in Chapter 4 Section 2.
The first step in the derivation of 812by is to transform y andµ by premul-
tiplying by H. Let w = Hy and Lt."= H E(y) = Hy. The vector w has datadistribution
113
w wN(w,o2.Ictb). (28)
The vector w consists ofaborthonormal contrasts: one for the mean, call it
wo; a1 for the a-space, call them wa; b1 for the 0-space, call them wo; and
(a1)(b1) for the 7-space, call them myso that is partitioned
w = [wo, ,WI/3,11117]'.
Partition w in the same way. Let w = [wo,w'a,wi0,7]'The vector w
may be written
= (1 (11)9xca + x[30 + -y)
=Vab
8
0
0
0
+ 11)
-11 a' 0
Haa
0
0
+ cc
0
Hoo
0
13 + H-y. (29)
The prior density p(w) is easily computed from thesum (29). Each of the
four terms of (29) have diagonal prior covariance matrices, which implies thatw
has a diagonal prior covariance matrix. Therefore, the four componentsw0,
w /3, and (J,of w are independent their prior distribution. The prior density p(w)
is
p(c_32) = P(wo)P(L)a)P(_L>)P(L)-y),
9 9 where wo A r (V a/ ,r).abo-- ao-2o-2), a 0 7
(30)waN(0, (bo-2o-2)I1), 7a wN(0,
and co_r ti N(0,cry2/(a1)(b
9 9
'9--)Ib 1),
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The posterior distribution co I w can be obtained from the prior distribution
for co given by (30) and the data distribution to I w given by (28). To obtainco I w,
the following theorem is used:
Theorem 1: Given w 'N(11,17,), and tv I wN(w, V w),
the posterior distribution w I w is
co I wN(V,.,(17,V) lew Vw(V,Vw) 1Vw).
The proof can be found in West and Harrison (19S9p 662).
The four components coo,we.,w8, and col, of co, independent in their prior
distribution, are also independent in their posterior distribution. This follows
becauseVwand V, of Theorem 1 are diagonal under (28) and (30). The posterior
density 71-(coI w) is
where
7r(o.)I w) = r(wo Itv)71-(i.)0,I w)7(c410, Iy2)7r(w..), I w), (31)
9 w0 wN(S SNal) )
Wo W ..1V(S
7S 13(Ty2 Ib1)
w, wN(SSAa1)
_co.),I _w ti N(Scmy, Scay2I(a 1))'
where Si = 1100,for i = M, A, B, and, C,
9 9 9
(Dm = (abra a- + br+ arcr
9 9
0and Aa2
/0.2
it /
B /2 0.2/0.2
CC
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The quantity (Di denotes the ratio of the expected meansquare for the ith effect to
the expected mean square for error thatthat is, sl)i is the true F-ratio for testing
a2 effect i when the variance components a 2, a2, andare known. a2
, a2
The true difference 512, p9b= cop b is a linear combination of one
component fromand one component from wy, because
where
612, b612 + 6C,
b
612 = 16(111112. ),IliE 1,2,
a contrast in the main A effect a space,
6, -{ 4(1/11+1"12 + /11, b (b 1)121b)
(11121 + /122 + 119, b 1(b1 )112b))
a contrast in the interaction C effect -yspace.
(32)
From (32), it is apparent that the contrast 819 isan unnormalized row of H in
the a-space (the 2nd row of U in Figure 11), and that the contrast 6c isan
unnormalized row of H in the -y-space (thea + 2(b1)th row of U in Figure 11).
Thus, 819is proportional to a component, call it (,.)19of co, and 8c is
proportional to a component, call it WC, ofcoy. The proportionality constants
that orthonormalize the S's are given by the relations
2(6 1)
512 '6'19 b C* (33)Similarly, define as in (9)
where
d 1.) b = d d c,
d12. ="16(Y1. Y2.), y E yz j,i = 1,2,
j=
a sample contrast in the main A effect a space,
116
(34)
dc= -{ 4(yll-i-yi9+ yi, b 1 (b1)yib)
(Y91 + Y99 + :119, b1(b1)Y2b))
a sample contrast in the interaction C effect y space.
so that difference (112is proportional to a component, call it dn., ofwa and
the difference dc is proportional to a component, call itwC, of Li!..r:
d r, ueb '12
From (31)-(35) we obtain
d=
812,1) I1/N(
9
b
19 S=w-
2(b1)
lb(SA + (b1)S02cry2)
= N(S Ad12. + Scdc, 1(S (b1)S c)o-d2).
We have therefore obtained the distributionSly b ly as it was given in (9).
(35)
(36)
Useful in the next section will be the posterior distribution of the difference
612,b standardized to have unit variance. Denote this standardized difference by
T12, b'and denote the standardized difference of 619. by719Correspondingly
denote the sample standardized differences of d19,b and d12. by t12. and t12,b
These standardized quantities arc given by the relationst12, b=\12"'12b 2cr
1 d
y
t12=\/Y12 2bc
T12, b=
2cr
b
'
y
\/ T12 = 1
2bo-2612
Y
117
(37)
Furthermore, each of the ab orthornormal elements of w and w is standardized by
dividing by ay. This fact together with (36)-(37) imply that
T12, b I1%412. Sc\IYtc,1(.9A+ (b 1)S c)). (38)
5.5Evaluation of the Studentized Critical Region for HR.
The Studentized Bayes rule critical region for testing HR: 51212, j< 0 is given
in equation (23) in the form of the unevaluated function g(x). The objective of
this section is to evaluate g(x).Evaluation of the numerator of g(x) will be
carefully done, the similar looking denominator simply given. Without loss of the
generality, j is set equal to b. The final form (53) given for the numerator is used
for calculating the critical t12,i value tk of equation (24) by the computer program
listed in the Appendix.
Studentized forms of the vectors w = HA and w = Hy will be needed for the
V evaluation of the numerator. The Studentized forms are r = _(.42/ua-2 andw to
Y
t =_t_11/1/uo-2
' YY
where u = s2/cr2
' Y and where s2 =s2 /r.The elements of t are the
Y f
classical Neyman-Pearson statistics used to test the corresponding elements of T.
Similarly, the Studentized forms for the marginal true and sample differences d12.
= w12.tillWry21 and the Studentized wqucry2 T12 - and 812. are tn 12 and
forms for the true and sample differencesd12,b and 812, b are t12,b = w12,11luY2118
9 and 7-19b =w12, b/ noY
.The statistics t12. and ti9b are the Neyman-Pearson - -,
ones used to test 519 and 612 b.
- ,
The numerator integral of g(x) given in (23),
f819 b XI; e)de, (39)
[612, b > 0]
may be written in terms of the Studentized quantities 7-19 b, 7, and t. The joint
density j(x; 0) is replaced by product of the data densities f(ttT a) and
d ,63210.2) 9 and the prior densities ATI(7,a-), p(a), and p(o--9): .
000000 00
crt2)f(sE20.62\pr I T12,bf(t ) I ffjp(2-)di-do_-.
00.2 2
crc,
2 [r19 b > 0]
9 999
EC B A
(Variables of integration are written underneath integrals for convenience).
(40)
Rewrite the product of f(t a--97,a2)and p(7-a-) as the product of the posterior f
density ir(r I t, a) and the marginal density rn(t I o-) (marginal densitiesare
denoted by in). Working with 7r(T It, a), make a one-to-one transform from 7 to
(719b,4.), where 4 is any suitable ab1 column vector. Factor the posterior
density of (719b,into 7t(7-19b 14,t,LT)71- V1t, a). The density 744 It,
integrates to 1 over 4's range of integration because from (40), thisrange is
unrestricted over the parameter region [T19b > 0].Furthermore, the density
71-(7-19 bl,t, a) does not depend on 4 because from (38) it is apparent that
719,b (S s nib bltc, biu(5A(b1)Sc)), (41)which does not depend on 7 (i.e.,but only on Q.
The integral (40) may now be written as
00oooooooo
/712b7(71201-1 Of ( s2 1cyc2
)
,.
rnVII)P(Od712,bdCE.
0 9 9 9 0
o- 0--cr-
eCC
99 9 9
(7719 b CB A
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(42)
Next, we evaluate in(t I a) not in terms of t, but rather, back in terms ofw.
Recall w = Hit and w = Hy. Given the prior distribution (30) ofw and the data
distribution (2S) of ,the marginal distribution w I a can be computed from
the following theorem:
Theorem 2: Given w ti N(//,, Vu), and w coN(w, Vw),
the marginal for w isw ti N(//,, V, + Vw).
The proof can be found in West and Harrison (1989 p 662).
The four components of w w0,ww0, and w..),independent in their
data distribution, are also independent in their marginal distribution, because V,
and Vw of Theorem 2 are diagonal under (28) and (30). The marginal
distribution is
o(u, a) = u(w0 a)rn(wo-.2)m,(zua2)7n(w, I (72),
A B 'C
where 'wo I aN (VT-try,ab0.2)0a0.20_2 1 0.2)
0 13 7 Y 1'
1/
9 (O. a- 11), w N (0, cr- 1r),
(43)and my crN(0, o-2/r).
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Recall in the discussion of (22), the parameter 9 (reparameterized in the
derivation as 71 = 9\ abrAzta2)) is initially given the prior distribution 9ti N(c,o,
u2), but in thecourse of the development,a2 is taken toon so that in effect 9 is
0 0
actually given its Jeffreys indifference prior p(0)= 1.Notice in (43) that only the
9 w9 component has a marginal density that depends on o--. At this point, take cf02
-0 oo to make this density vanish.
Next, the product
9(s
9
)711(u)(,a2)m,(wa)m(w)Agj 7o-
A B
is proportional to the product of posterior densities
99 9
r(a- s-) 7(g- wa)7(0-21w0)7(a2 w-y). A B C
(44)
(45)
The marginal densities which need to be appended to (45) to make the product
equal to (44) are constant with respect to the parameters of integration and thus
cancel from the numerator and denominator of g(x), andso need not be of
concern.
9 The probability element for a-toignoring the parameter space restriction
A
A
9
C/ Cr i2 >n the prior (21) for a- ,that of an inverse-gamma distribution. More
conveniently, the probability element for 4v )?-is that of a gamma distribution:
o--
.A
1 4
I Ma
A
1' 1110, 11>ct
2
gamma. ra)xa le bx wherexF(a, b) denotes the gamm density of f (x)
(46)121
The quantity wawa = y'H'aHay y. .)2= SSA/r, where Ha
1
is the (a1) x ab matrix consisting of 2nd through ath rows of H, and where
SSA is the sum of squares for factor A in the two-way ANOVA table. The
second equality holds because 14,11 is the orthogonal projection onto "the range
space of Xa fl A.0," where by this linear algebra terminology we mean
range space of Xa n X0 ={c:c = Xae for some e, and clX
0=01.
Ha' Ha is the orthogonal projection onto Xa fl X0-1- because IP has orthonormal a
columns and the range space of X, fl X01 equals the range space of 41, where
range space of={c:c = H'e for some e}.
For more detail as to why the second inequality holds from the linear algebra
perspective consult Christensen (1987).
Ignoring all of the parameter space restrictionsa2>a2, a2> a2, and
AC BC
a2i a2 >in the prior (21), the posterior probability elements for the reciprocals of
the true mean squares are that of the independent gamma distributions
SSA) rig B SS13\and12 1-1qC SSC)
2`cv k 91/P,(3 9 ,9), an 27k 2 '2
A I3 C
wheregit = a-1 (IBb qc = (a1)(b1),
and where SSA = sum of squares for factor A,
SSB = sum of squares for factor B,
andSSC = suin of squares for interaction of factors A and B.
We could easily write the numerator (42) in terms of these reciprocalmean122
squares. More conveniently, however, we shall write the numerator in terms of
pivotal quantities. A pivotal quantity that involves a scale parameter having
Jeffreys prior has the fiducial property of having the same probability element
whether the data are random and the parameter is fixed or the parameter is
random and data are fixed; i.e., the pivotal quantity has the same probability
element in the posterior as it has in the data density.
The first pivotal quantity, aforementioned, is u = s2/a2 2); it has the
e
same range (for fixed se-, random o-2) as the variance component cr2 it replaces.
For fixed u, the remaining three pivotal quantities are defined, for I= A, B, and
C, by
where
and
and where
vi =F1/'11,
F = s21s2 the sample F-ratios,
/
= SSIlqi, the sample mean squares,
99
(I)=l/a -, the true F-ratios.
The probability elements for these pivotal quantities, again ignoring
parameter range restrictions, are given by the distributions
(47)
q q qB(1B vAly 4 AvBly u7d, andvc I y ^14q,u129.(48)
The parameter range restrictions are accounted for in the limits of
integration. In terms of the pivotals n and v= (vA , vB ,vc)i, the integral (42) isF B F,1
Fc Fc CFcvc
uvc vB
T12, b7(712 bt,12, u)
VA 12b
123
7411, u I 0 dr 12,bC112dU.
(49)
Move the integral for u to the inside of the integral for 712,b. We will now
compute these two inner integrals. To avoid clutter, we write T-12b from now
on. The integrand is proportional to
where
exp(inr)u 7 V
A
nab7.12 11 /
2
vqA/2 1 g"
n/21 qc/2 1
V
171
(7E)2
V+(lCvC+ (1BvBgAvA+
and E = S 9.+ScVb 7,1tC, V = (SA(b c).
(50)
The two leftmost terms of the integrand (50) are the only terms which
involve u. The integration of these terms with respect tou, over the range 0 to
oo, results in the remaining integrand being proportional to
01)112v112 g11/2 1g BI2vqc121.
(51)
The two leftmost terms in (51) are the only terms which involveT. Rather than
integrate with respect to T we integrate with respect toa form t defined very
close to the Studentized form of T with respect to its known-variances posterior
distribution (41). Define t and subsequently writemr as follows:
t =
1/112'where
and
so that
Q11(1 Cv C (I By B Av A +
(IC+ (1B+ qA+ f = abr1,
mr cx (Q.(1 +t2/h))(h + 1)/2.
The integrand (48), integrated with respect to t, becomes
(2(h -1)/21/2 vgA/2 10B/2 10c/2 1.114.(zio,
A
where z =E/VVQ,
and where 111(z I h) is as defined in Chapter 3 equation (36).
From (52), the integral (49) becomes
F13FA
FcFcvC -Fvc
II v(217(2 hI2vgA/2-11)qB12-1_qc/2 1M(z I h)dv
A B vC
0 0
124
(52)
VC vB v l (53)
This integral represents, in a sense, an averageover a three-dimensional F
distribution. The denominator of g(x) in (23) is the sameas (53) except that
M(z I h) is replaced with M(z I h).
The function g(x) can be iteratively evaluated to obtain the critical t12,b
values tk defined in (24) for a preset k. The required tk is the value of t12b for
which g(x) = k. The statistic t1.2,b enters the integrand (53) through the statistic
tc = ti9bto. present in the term E defined in (50). The iteration is125
performed keeping t19. fixed. The critical tl9b values forHL:812, b0 and HR:
4512 b< 0 were calculated for the Smith data example in Chapter 2 and given in ,
Table 2 and Figure 1 there.126
Chapter 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although much has been achieved, the k-ratio approach is still in its
infancy. Much further development of the approach is needed in severalareas, for
example, for solving problems of partial balance and partial exchangeability. The
problem of clumping mentioned in Chapter 4 is an example of the latter.
Even at its present stage of development, however, the principle of
parsimony suggests that the k-ratio approach can quite often provide useful
inference. This principle, also known as Occam's Razor, suggests, in effect, that
one should proceed with the simplest model based on prior considerations. For
example, in regression, suppose prior considerations suggesta linear trend model.
Such a model would be preferred over a quadratic model if it fits the data nearly
as well. With regard to multiple comparison problems, for data in which the
exchangeability hypothesis is considered both a priori and a posteriori plausible,
the principle of parsimony supports its use. As G.E.P. Boxonce said, "all models
are wrong, but some are useful."In the application of the k-ratio approach to
Smith's data given in Chapter 2, the assumption of exchangeability is certainly
useful it seems, giving far better results than those achievable by the non-DB
approaches.
In comparing the k-ratio rule with the non-DB rules,we have had to
characterize the critical regions in the more familiar Neyman-Pearson and
Fisherian terms of critical t values, significance levels, and P-values. In
conclusion, we wish to note, however, that a Bayes rule critical region suchas127
those given by the k-ratio approach can be characterized ina simpler, more
natural way. In a two-way array, for example, the Bayes rule critical region {x:
g(x) > k} of Chapter 5 equation (23), is naturally characterized by rewriting the
left side of the inequality as
147(t19,j, ti9F A, F B, Fc, qA, qB, qc, f) > k, (1)
where the left-hand side is the weighted posterior odds, and where k is the type-1
to type-2 error-seriousness ratio, prespecified by the user. The weighted posterior
odds is as simple as and serves the same purposeas intended for the P-value,
which is to provide a summary of evidence against the null hypothesis. The
weighted posterior odds is the more completesummary, we feel, because it factors
in important additional considerations, for example, through the arguments shown
in (1).It appears to serve the intended purpose in a considerablymore
satisfactory way. Once its use is understood, we feel it will replace the P-valueas
the standard summary of results from an hypothesis test.128
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APPENDIX
This appendix gives a. program for computing the critical t12i values
discussed in Chapter 6. The program is written in the Basic language. To use the
program, input values for the observed main effect F ratios FA=FA, FB=FB,
and interaction effect F ratio FI=Fc, the main effect degrees of freedom QA=QA
and QB=QB, the error degrees of freedom F1=f, and the marginal t statistic
T12DOT=t19. must be placed on line 30 of the program. In addition, a guess
T12B for the t19 ,7 critical value must also be given on that line, along with a
prespecified value for the type-1 to type-2 error-seriousness ratio k=k andan OP
option value of either 0 or 1.
If OP is set to 1, then the program iterates to find the critical t12 for
rejecting HR: 812, L. 5_ 0. To find the critical value for rejecting HL: 612> 0,
replace the value of the marginal t statistic with its negative; when this is done,
the negative of the critical value computed by the program is the actual critical
value for rejecting HL.
If OP is set to 0, the program calculates the weighted posterior odds W of
ARversus HR, given the observed value T12B for t12given on line 30. No
iteration is needed for this calculation. The value W plays the role of the "P-
value" for the k-ratio rule. For example, if W=110.3 and k=100, then because
W > k we would reject HR.134
DECLARE FUNCTION xxl! 0
DECLARE FUNCTION xx2! ()
DECLARE FUNCTION yyl! (X!)
DECLARE FUNCTION yy2! (X!)
DECLARE FUNCTION zzl! (X!, Y!)
DECLARE FUNCTION zz2! (X!, Y!)
DECLARE FUNCTION CN! 0
DECLARE FUNCTION PN! 0
DECLARE FUNCTION MZI! ()
DECLARE FUNCTION MZF! ()
DECLARE SUB intgrlz (ZL!, ZU!, EST#)
DECLARE SUB intgrlx (XL!, XU!, EST#)
DECLARE SUB intgrly (YL!, YU!, EST#)
DECLARE FUNCTION INTGRND! (W!, W$)
DECLARE FUNCTION ifcny! (YY!)
DECLARE FUNCTION ifcnx! (XX!)
DECLARE FUNCTION ifcnz! (ZZ!)
COMMON HMIN, TOL, RFA, RFB, RFI, XT, YT, ZT, PI#, HALFPI#, ND$,
ROOTH, H, Z
COMMON D()
COMMON FA, FI, QA, QB, QI, B, Fl, TT12DOT, TTI
CLEAR
10 'nTTfb: nTr k-Ratio Testing. Case: q fin., f both inf. & fin.
20 '
40 '
50 ' Program for Phd Thesis, Stat. Dept., Oregon State U.135
60 by Gene Pennell°, 1993
70 NOT FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION
80
90Input line 30: Set OP =O, F ratios FA,FB,FI, d.o.f. QA,QB,
'T12DOT=marginal t statistic, and F1=d.o.f for error
'to get weighted posterior odds W=W(T12DOT,FA,FB,FI,QA,QB,QI,F1).
100 ' Set F1=999 if Fl is infinite
Output: k, FA,FB,FI,QA,QB,QI,F1,T12DOT, and T12B.
120 'Set OP=1, K=k, F ratios FA,FB,FI, d.o.f. QA,QB,
T12DOT=marginal t statistic, Fl=d.o.f for error, and
T12B=a guess for critical T12B value
to get t(k,T12DOT,FA,FB,FI,QA,QB,QI,F1).
130 ' Set F1=999 if Fl is infinite
140 Output: k, FA,FB,FI,QA,QB,QI,F1,T12DOT, and T12B.
150 'Notes:(a) k is not used under OP=0
160 (b) T12B is used as a first guess in iterations for t under OP=1
170 (c) FA is not used under OP=0 or 1 when QA=1;
FA, FI are not used under OP=0 or 1 when QA=QB=1.
180 (d) W: Weighted Posterior Odds in Favor of Hl. (Option OP=0)
190 (e) t: Critical k-Ratio T12B Value for Rejecting HO: DEL12B <=0
(OP=1)
200
210 #1 ENTER DATA AND SET CONSTANTS.
220 'LPRINT : LPRINT "nTTlb:"; DATE$; " "; TIME$;
230 BEG = TIMER: PRINT "nTTlb:"; DATE$; " "; TIME$;
240 DIM D(6)136
30OP = 1: k = 100: FA = 4.34: FB = 2!: FI = 2!:
QA = 3: QB = 2: Fl = 999: BQB 1
T12DOT = 1.961: T12B = 1.961 'T12DOT / SQR(B)
PRINT "T12DOT"; T12DOT
250 DATA .0498674, .0211410, .00327763, .0000380036, .0000488906, .0000053830,
3.1415926535898
260 FOR I = 1 TO 6: READ D(I): NEXT I: READ PI#: LNK = LOG(k):
PT12B = 0: PLNW = 0:
QI = QA * QB: B = QB 1
TT12DOT = T12DOTSQR(B):
270 HQAQBQIFl: ROOTH = SQR(H): HALFPI# = PI# / 2
280 RFB = SQR(FB): RFI = SQR(FI):
300 IF QA = 1 THEN
310 PRINT "FA=T12D01-2=";
FA = T12DOT * T12DOT: RFA = ABS(T12DOT): PRINT FA:
ELSE
RFA = SQR(FA)
END IF
CNT = 0
TOL = .05 '85:
HMIN = .00001#: 'TOL=.0002 HMIN=.00001 IN NTTFB
'TOL=.01 IS 5 TIMES AS GREAT AS FOR SINGLE INTGRTION AND
APPEARS Ok FOR F1=999
'TOL=.02 SEEMS OK FOR DFE FINITE137
320 '
330 '#2. Compute W (Weighted Posterior Odds) or t, Print and End
TTI = T12B TT12DOT: PRINT "W="; W: PRINT TTI; T12B;
IF QA = 1 AND QB = 1 THEN 'REPLACING FI WITH (B/B-1)*TF2
TI = -TTI * SQR(B / (B1)):
FI = TI * TI: RFI = ABS(TI):
PRINT TI; "FI=1T2="; FI:
END IF
xxxl = xxl: xxx2 = xx2: 'PRINT xxxl; xxx2:
350 ND$"ii": intgrlx xxxl, xxx2, ESTN#: PRINT ESTN#;
360 ND$"d": intgrlx xxxl, xxx2, ESTD#: PRINT ESTD#;
370 W = ESTN# / ESTD#
380 IF OP = 0 THEN 1290
CNT = CNT 1
1200 '
1210 '#6. Test t. Iterate till acceptable. Print output
1220 LNW = LOG(W): IDERIV = (T12BPT12B) / (LNW PLNW):
IF IDERIV < 0 THEN
PRINT "IDERIV NEGATIVE";
IDERIV = .1
END IF
ITERTOL = .0005 / IDERIV
1230 DIFFR.NCE = ABS(LN\V LNK): IF DIFFRNCE < ITERTOL THEN 1290
1240 PT12B = T12B: PLNW = LNW: T12B = IDERIV(LNK LNW)
T12B:
1250 GOTO 320138
1290 PRINT " W="; W; "FA="; FA; "FB="; FB; "FI="; FI;
PRINT "QA="; QA; "QB = ": QB; "QI="; QI; "f="; Fl; "t12b="; T12B; " ";
"ELPSD TM"; TIMER BEG; TIMES; "NOITER"; CNT
1300 'LPRINT " W="; W; "FA="; FA; "FB="; FB; "FI="; FI;
'LPRINT "QA="; QA; "QB="; QB; "QI="; QI; "f="; Fl; "tl2b= "; T12B; "
"; TIMER-BEG; "NOITER"; CNT
END
FUNCTION CN STATIC
SHARED DO
' GET CDF OF NORMAL AT POSITIVE Z
A = 1: FOR.= 1 TO 6: A = A + D(I1) * ABS(ZII.): NEXT Il
CN = 1.5 / A16
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION ifcnx (XX) STATIC
XT = XX: YL = yyl(XT): YU= yy2(XT)
CALL intgrly(YL, YU, ss#)
ifcnx = ss#
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION ifcny (YY) STATIC
YT = YY: ZL = zzl(XT, VT): ZU = zz2(XT, YT)
CALL intgrlz(ZL, ZU, ss#)
ifcny = ss#
END FUNCTION139
FUNCTION ifcnz (ZZ) STATIC
SHARED FA, FI, QA, QB, QI, B, Fl, TT12DOT, TTI
ZT = ZZ
890 ' #4 Get Integrands (y)
'Fl<999:Y(XT,YT,ZT) = SO.XT"(QA-1).Yr(QB-1).Zr(QI-1).Q0^(1-H).M(ZT:H)
'F1 >998:Y(XT,YT,ZT) = SO.Xr(QA-1).Yr(QB-1).ZTNI-1).EXP{-QA.VA/2-
QB.VB/2-QI.VI/2}.M(Z:H)
920 VA = XT * XT: VB = YTYT: VI = ZTZT:
SA = 1VA / FA: SI = 1VI / FI
SO = SQR(SA / B + ((B1) / B) * SI)
MEAN = SA * TT12DOT + SI * TTI: Z= MEAN / SO
LY = LOG(S0) + (QA1) * LOG(XT) + (QB1) * LOG(YT) + (QI-1) *
LOG(ZT)
930 IF Fl > 998 THEN
'950 LY = LY QA * VA / 2QB * VB / 2QI * VI / 2
950 LY = LY + QA(1-VA) / 2 + QB * (1VB) / 2 + QI * (1VI) / 2
ELSE
QO = SQR((QA * VA + QB * VB + QI * VI + Fl) / H):
940 LY = LY + (1II) * LOG(Q0): Z = Z / QO
END IF
960 Y = EXP(LY)
970 IF ND$ = "d" THEN Z = -Z
980 IF Fl > 998 THEN MZ = MZI ELSE MZ= MZF
1010 ifcnz = Y * MZ:
END FUNCTION140
SUB intgrlx (XL, XU, EST#) STATIC
' #3. An adaptive Simpson's rule subroutine for numerical integration
'Programmed, except for minor modifications, by Richard H. Jones, 1-19-87.
'Ref: Johnson, L.W.Reiss, R..D. (1982). Numerical Analysis, Addison-Wesley
'This program integrates Y(X) over the interval XL to XU.
'Input to the program in addition to XL and XU:
461 'HMIN = .00001#: 'the smallest division permitted on the x axis.
471 'tol = .0002: 'the permissible error in numerical integration.
481 'Output:
491 'EST#: estimate of the integral.
DIM X1(60), X5(60), yl(60), y2(60), Y3(60), Y4(60), Y5(60)
501 uml = XU XL: 'XU k XL: upper & lower X value.
IF uml = 0 THEN 878
511 IF uml < HMIN THEN PRINT "First interval too small rel. to HMIN":
GOTO 873
521 IL = 1: EST# = 0: X1(1) = XL: X5(1)XU:
531 'First Step
541 ' Evaluate the integrand at 5 equally spaced points in [XL,XU]
551 DELTA = unil / 4!: xi = XL: y1(1) = INTGRND(xi, "x")
561 xi = xi + DELTA: y2(1) = INTGR.ND(xi, "x")
571 xi = xi + DELTA: Y3(1) = INTGRND(xi, "x")
581 xi = xi + DELTA: Y4(1)= INTGRND(xi, "x")
591 xi = xi + DELTA: Y5(1) = INTGRND(xi, "x"): I1= 0
596 'General Step
611 'Get SF: Approx. Int.. using Simpson,s ruleon Y1,Y3 & Y5141
621 x5m1# = X5(IL)X1(IL):
601 EPS# = 2 * TOL * x51111# / uml: I1 =+ 1
631 Sf# = x5ml# * ( yl(IL) + 4! * Y3(IL)Y5(IL)) / 6!
641 ' Get S2F: Aprox Int using Composite Simpson's rule on Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4 &Y5
651 SF1# = ( yl(IL) + 4 * y2(IL)Y3(IL))
661 SF2# = (Y3(IL) + 4 * Y4(IL)Y5(IL)): S2F = x5m1# * (SF1#SF2#) /
12
671 IF Il > 1.5 GOTO 691
681 TOT# = S2F: GOTO 701
691 TOT# = TOT#S2FSf#
701 IF ABS(S2FSf#) <= EPS# TOT# GOTO 811'if test succeeds
711 'if test fails, reduce interval size
IF IL = 60 THEN
PRINT "XLEVELS >"; IL; EST# = TOT#: GOTO 873
END IF
721 X1(IL + 1) = X1(IL): X5(IL + 1) = (Xl(IL)X5(IL)) / 2
731 yl(IL + 1) = yl(IL): Y3(IL + 1) = y2(114 Y5(IL + 1)= Y3(IL)
741 IL = IL + 1: x5ml# = X5(IL)Xl(IL): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
751 xi = X1(IL) + DELTA: y2(IL) = INTGRND(xi, "x")
761 xi = xi + 2 * DELTA: Y4(IL) = INTGRND(xi, "x"):
771 IF x5m1# > Hi\IIN GOT() 601
781 'Convergence failure
791 PRINT "X:Did not integrate beyond X="; X1(IL); XL; XU:
EST# = TOT#: GOT() 873
801 '
811 ' Case: Error Test succeeds, add S2F to EST# andmove to right142
821 EST# = EST#S2F
831 IF X5(IL) >= XU THEN S73
841 Xl(IL1) = X5(IL): yl(IL1) = Y5(IL): Y3(IL1) = Y4(IL1)
851 x5m1# = X5(IL1)X1(IL1): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
861 xi = X1(IL1) + DELTA: y2(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "x")
871 xi = xi + 2! * DELTA: Y4(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "x"): IL = IL1:
GOTO 601
878 EST# 0
873 END SUB
SUB intgrly (YL, YU, EST#) STATIC
' #3. An adaptive Simpson's rule subroutine for numerical integration
'Programmed, except for minor modifications, by Richard H. Jones, 1-19-87.
'Ref: Johnson, L.W.Reiss, R.D. (1982). Numerical Analysis, Addison-Wesley
This program integrates Y(X) over the interval YL to YU.
'Input to the program in addition to YL and YU:
460 'HMIN = .00001#: 'the smallest division permitted on thex axis.
470 'tol = .0002: 'the permissible error in numerical integration.
480 'Output:
490 'EST#: estimate of the integral.
DIM X1(60), X5(60), y1(60), y2(60), Y3(60), Y4(60), Y5(60)
500 uml = YU YL: 'YUYL: upper & lower X value.
IF uml = 0 THEN 877
510 IF uml < HMIN THEN PRINT "First interval too small rel. to HMIN":
GOTO 872
520 IL = 1: EST# = 0: X1(1) = YL: X5(1)= YU:143
530 'First Step
540 ' Evaluate the integrand at 5 equally spaced points in [YL,YU]
550 DELTA = uml / 4!: xi = YL: yl(1) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
560 xi = xi + DELTA: y2(1) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
570 xi = xi + DELTA: Y3(1) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
580 xi = xi + DELTA: Y4(1) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
590 xi = xi + DELTA: Y5(1) = INTGRND(xi, "y"): I1= 0
620 x5m1# = X5(IL)Xl(IL):
'General Step
610 'Get SF: Approx. Int. using Simpson's rule on Y1,Y3 & Y5
600 EPS# = 2 * TOL * x51111# / uml: I1 = I1 + 1
630 Sf# = x51111#(v1(IL) + 4! * Y3(IL)Y5(IL)) / 6!
640 ' Get S2F: Aprox It using Composite Simpson's rule on Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4 &Y5
650 SF1# = ( yl(IL) + 4 * y2(IL)Y3(IL))
660 SF2#(Y3(IL) + 4 * Y4(IL)Y5(IL)): S2F = x5m1# * (SF1#SF2#) /
12
670 IF II. > 1.5 GOT() 690
680 TOT# = S2F: GOTO 700
690 TOT# = TOT#S2FSf#
700 IF ABS(S2FSf#) <= EPS# TOT# GOTO 810'if test succeeds
710 'if test fails, reduce interval size
IF IL = GO THEN
PRINT "YLEVELS >"; IL: EST#= TOT#: GOTO 872
END IF
720 X1(IL + 1) = Xl(IL): X5(IL + 1)= (X1(IL)X5(IL)) / 2
730 yl(IL = yl(IL): Y3(IL + 1) = y2(IL): Y5(IL + 1) = Y3(IL)144
740 IL = IL + 1: x5inl# = X5(IL)X1(IL): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
750 xi = X1(IL) + DELTA: y2(IL) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
760 xi = xi + 2 * DELTA: Y4(IL) = INTGRND(xi, "y"):
770 IF x5m1# > HMIN GOT() 600
780 'Convergence failure
790 PRINT "Y:Did not integrate beyond X="; X1(IL); YL; YU:
EST# = TOT#: GOTO 872
800 '
810 ' Case: Error Test succeeds, acid S2F to EST# and move to right
820 EST# = EST#S2F
830 IF X5(IL) >= YU THEN 872
840 Xl(IL1) = X5(IL): y1(IL1) = Y5(IL): Y3(IL1) = Y4(IL1)
850 x5m1# = X5(IL1)X1(IL1): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
860 xi = X1(IL1) + DELTA: y2(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "y")
870 xi = xi + 2! * DELTA: Y4(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "y"): IL = IL1:
GOTO 600
877 EST# = 0
872 END SUB
SUB intgrlz (ZL, ZU, EST#) STATIC
' #3. An adaptive Simpson's rule subroutine for numerical integration
'Programmed, except for minor modifications, by Richard H. Jones, 1-19-87.
'Ref: Johnson. L.W.Rciss, R.D. (1982). Numerical Analysis, Addison-Wesley
This program integrates Y(X) over the interval ZL to ZU.
'Input to the program in addition to ZL and ZU:
462 'HMIN = .00001#: 'the smallest division permittedon the x axis.145
472 'tol = .0002: 'the permissible error in numerical integration.
482 'Output:
492 'EST#: estimate of the integral.
DIM X1(60), X5(60), yl(60), y2(60), Y3(60), Y4(60), Y5(60)
502 uml = ZUZL: 'ZU & ZL: upper & lower X value.
IF uml = 0 THEN S76
512 IF uml < HMIN THEN PRINT "First interval too small rel. to HMIN":
GOTO S75
522 IL = 1: EST# = 0: X1(1) = ZL: X5(1) = ZU:
532 'First Step
542 ' Evaluate the integrand at 5 equally spaced points in [ZL,ZU]
552 DELTA = uml / 4!: xi = ZL: y1(1) = INTGRND(xi, "z")
562 xi = xi + DELTA: v2(1) = INTGRND(xi, "z")
572 xi = xi + DELTA: Y3(1) = INTGRND(xi, "z")
582 xi = xi + DELTA: Y4(1) = INTGRND(xi, "z")
592 xi = xi + DELTA: Y5(1) = INTGRND(xi, "z"): I1= 0
622 x5m1# = X5(IL)X1(IL)
'General Step
612 'Get SF: Approx. Int. using Simpson,s rule on Y1,Y3 & Y5
602 EPS# = 2 * TOL ,+= x51111# =+ 1
632 Sf# = x5ml# * (yl(IL) + 4! * Y3(IL)Y5(IL)) / 6!
642 ' Get S2F: Aprox Int using Composite Simpson's ruleon Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4 &Y5
652 SF1# = (yl(IL) + 4-2(IL)Y3(IL))
662 SF2# = (Y3(IL) + 4 * Y4(IL)Y5(IL)): S2F = x5ml# * (SF1#SF2#) /
12
672 IF Il > 1.5 GOTO 692146
682 TOT# = S2F: GOTO 702
692 TOT# = TOT#S2FSf#
702 IF ABS(S2FSf#) <= EPS# * TOT# GOTO 812'if test succeeds
712 'if test fails, reduce interval size
IF IL = 60 THEN
PRINT "ZLEVELS > "; IL; EST# = TOT#: GOTO 875
END IF
722 X1(IL + 1) = Xl(IL): X5(IL + 1) = (Xl(IL)X5(IL)) / 2
732 yl(IL + 1) = yl(IL): Y3(IL + 1) = y2(IL): Y5(IL + 1) = Y3(IL)
742 IL = IL + 1: x5ml# = X5(IL)Xl(IL): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
752 xi = X1(IL) + DELTA: y2(IL) = "z")
762 xi = xi + 2 * DELTA: Y4(IL) = INTGRND(xi, "z"):
772 IF x5ml# > HAHN GOT() 602
782 'Convergence failure
792 PRINT "Z:Did not integrate beyond X="; X1(IL); ZU; ZL;
EST# = TOT#: GOT() S75
802 '
812 ' Case: Error Test succeeds, acid S2F to EST# and move to right
822 EST# = EST#S2F
832 IF X5(IL) >, Z7r THEN 875
842 X1(IL1) = X5(IL): yl(IL1) = Y5(IL): Y3(IL1) = Y4(IL1)
852 x5m1# = X5(IL1)X1(IL1): DELTA = x5m1# / 4
862 xi = Xl(IL1) + DELTA: y2(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "z")
874 xi = xi + 2! * DELTA: Y4(IL1) = INTGRND(xi, "z"): IL = IL1: GOTO
602
876 EST# = 0147
875 END SUB
FUNCTION INTGRND (W, W$) STATIC
IF W$ = "x" THEN
temp = ifcnx(W)
ELSEIF W$ = "y" THEN
temp = ifcny(W)
ELSEIF W$"z" THEN
temp = ifcnz(W)
END IF
INTGRND = temp
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION ATZF STATIC
1020 '
1030 ' #5a. Get AlZ=1\1(z:11)=zG(z)+11.(z)(1H-z^2)/(h-1)=g(0:h-2)/cos(0). Case f
fin.
1040 HM2 = H2: SINTHTA = Z / SQR(HZ * Z): COSTHTA# = SQR(1
SINTHTA * SINTHTA)
1050 EVENO = H / 2INT(H / 2):
IF EVENO = 0 THEN 'Case li even: Get starting G values.
1060 G# = 1 + SINTHTA: S9 = 2:
ELSE 'Case h odd.
1070 G# = COSTHTA#(HALFPI#ATN(Z / ROOTH)) * SINTHTA: S9
=3
END IF148
1080 IF HM2 > 1 THEN
1090 FOR 14 = S9 TO HM2 STEP 2: R = 14: G# = (G# * R COSTHTA#
14) / (R1): NEXT 14
END IF
1100 MZF = G# / COSTHTA#
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION MZI STATIC
A = CN: IF Z < 0 THEN A = 1A:
MZI = PNZ * A
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION PN
PN = EXP(-Z * Z / 2) / (2 * PI#).5
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION xxl
xxl = .00001
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION xx2
xx2 = RFA.00001
END FUNCTION149
FUNCTION yyl (X)
yyl = .00001
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION yy2 (X)
yy2 = RFB.00001
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION zzl (X, Y)
zzl = .00001
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION zz2 (X, Y)
zz2 = RFI.00001
END FUNCTION